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A B S T R A C T

The non-CO2 climate impact of aviation strongly relies on the atmospheric conditions at the time
and location of emissions. Therefore, it is possible to mitigate their associated climate impact
by planning trajectories to re-route airspace areas with significant climate effects. Identifying
such climate-sensitive regions requires specific weather variables. Inevitably uncertain weather
forecasts can lead to inefficient aircraft trajectories if not accounted for within flight planning.
The current study addresses the problem of generating robust climate-friendly flight plans under
meteorological uncertainty characterized using the ensemble prediction system. We introduce
a framework based on the concept of robust tracking optimal control theory to formulate
and solve the proposed flight planning problem. Meteorological uncertainty effects on aircraft
performance variables are captured using the formulated ensemble aircraft dynamical model
and controlled by penalizing the performance index variance. Case studies show that the
proposed approach can generate climate-optimized trajectories with minimal sensitivity to
weather uncertainty.

. Introduction

Carbon dioxide (CO2) and non-CO2 aviation emissions contribute considerably to global warming (Lee et al., 2009). The most
mportant non-CO2 climate effects include the emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) (leading to changes in the concentration of
zone (O3) and methane (CH4)), water vapor (H2O), and persistent contrails (Lee et al., 2009; Brasseur et al., 2016). Despite
he impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the aviation industry during the recent two years, which caused, at European level,
eclination of 55% and 44% of flight movements in 2020 and 2021, respectively, compared to 2019 (EUROCONTROL, 2022),
t is estimated that the aviation industry will completely recover by 2024 (105% of 2019 at European level) (International Air
ransport Association (IATA), 2022) and continue to grow by 1.2% annually. This will require the daily accommodation of 43.7
housand flights (most-likely scenario) by 2050, which is 44% higher than in 2019 (EUROCONTROL, 2022). Such a growth rate of
ir traffic, in addition to critical operational-related issues such as capacity, efficiency, and safety, will significantly impact the
nvironment within the current air traffic management (ATM) system. In fact, it is estimated that global aviation contributes
pproximately 3%–5% to the net anthropogenic effective radiative forcing (Lee et al., 2021). However, by accounting for the
rowth rate of the global air transport industry, the contribution is estimated to increase critically, and developing eco-efficient
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aviation is increasingly demanded. Addressing the climate impact of CO2 emissions necessitates the development of more efficient
ircraft and the use of alternative fuels or propulsion. However, the climate effects of non-CO2 species, which are claimed to
e responsible for approximately 66% of aviation’s effective radiative forcing (Lee et al., 2010, 2021), have high spatial and
emporal dependencies (e.g., see Simorgh et al., 2022b). Thus, by incorporating information about the altitude, location, and time
ependencies of non-CO2 climate effects in aircraft path planning, there is a possibility to reduce the overall climate effects induced
y aviation.

To reduce the climate effects of non-CO2 species within aircraft trajectory planning, we first require information on regions
ensitive to aircraft emissions in terms of climate change, called climate-sensitive areas. The literature proposes a wide variety of
pproaches that directly or indirectly consider aviation-induced climate effects within aircraft trajectory planning, including reducing
missions (Celis et al., 2014), avoiding persistent contrail formation areas (Sridhar et al., 2011), reducing radiative forcing (Lim et al.,
017), and reducing global warming potential (Soler et al., 2014) (see Simorgh et al. (2022b)). One of the state-of-the-art approaches
o modeling the climate impact of non-CO2 emissions is toward using the prototype algorithmic climate change (aCCFs) functions
hich were initially introduced within the EU-project ATM4E (Matthes et al., 2017; Yamashita et al., 2021) and improved within the
U-project FlyATM4E (Matthes et al., 2023; Dietmüller et al., 2023; Yin et al., 2023). These aCCFs quantify the climate effects of NOx
missions, water vapor emissions, and persistent contrails by taking specific meteorological variables as inputs computationally fast;
hus, they are suitable to be employed by aircraft trajectory optimization techniques. Recently, an open-source Python library (called
LIMaCCF) has been developed, implementing the latest version of aCCFs1. It is worth mentioning that the other state-of-the-art

approach is the Contrail Cirrus Prediction Model (CoCiP), which is used to quantify the climate effects of contrails (Schumann,
2012). An open-source Python library, called pycontrails2, has been recently released, implementing the Lagrangian version of
the CoCiP model, as well as the domain-filling version of CoCiP (‘‘gridded’’ CoCiP: (Shapiro et al., 2022)). Interested readers are
referred to Section 5.4 for a discussion on the differences between aCCFs and the ‘‘gridded’’ CoCiP model. Once information on the
climate effects of aircraft emissions is obtained, it needs to be incorporated into flight planning tools to determine climate-friendly
routes, i.e., aircraft trajectories with minimal impact on climate change. Numerous optimization methods have been suggested to
find climate-friendly aircraft trajectories (see Simorgh et al. (2022b) for a classification of these techniques). These methods are
direct (Lührs et al., 2016; Niklaßet al., 2017; Hartjes et al., 2016; Lührs et al., 2021) and indirect (Sridhar et al., 2011) optimal
control approaches, genetic algorithm (Yamashita et al., 2020, 2021), mathematical programming (Campbell et al., 2008), and
path-finding algorithms (Rosenow et al., 2017). The optimization criteria defined in these studies are typically a weighted sum of
objectives that directly or indirectly represent operating cost (e.g., fuel and/or time) and climate effects (e.g., avoidance of forming
persistent contrails), respectively. Such objectives generally behave in a conflicting manner, and a suitable selection of weights needs
to be made to determine Pareto-optimal solutions (Castino et al., 2023).

In order to calculate aCCFs of non-CO2 species (or also using CoCiP for contrails), weather variables, such as temperature and
elative humidity, are needed. In addition, the components of wind and temperature are required to calculate the trajectory and
erformance variables of the aircraft. As the required meteorological variables for climate-optimal trajectory planning are obtained
rom inevitably uncertain weather forecasts, the flight planning procedure to mitigate climate impact is associated with uncertainty.
t should be noted that due to reliance on more meteorological variables, the sensitivity of flight planning with objectives related
o climate effects is higher than business-as-usual ones. The presence of uncertainty in calculating aCCFs and the aircraft dynamical
odel, if not considered, can lead to inefficient flight planning. It is worth mentioning that meteorology is not the only source of
ncertainty affecting climate-optimal trajectories’ efficiency. In fact, the current level of scientific understanding of aviation-induced
limate impact is relatively immature. According to Lee et al. (2021), unlike the climate impact induced by CO2 emissions, which

is estimated with high certainty, the confidence level (characterized based on evidence and agreement) for estimating the effective
radiative forcing of the non-CO2 species is medium or low. For instance, the impact of water vapor emissions is estimated with
medium uncertainty, while the confidence levels for contrail cirrus and net NOx-induced climate effects are low. Therefore, climate
science acts as an additional source of uncertainties. However, considering meteorological uncertainty is more straightforward and
reasonable as a preliminary step toward increasing the reliability and efficiency of such climate-friendly flight planning. In this
respect, reliable weather forecasts capable of representing possible deviations in weather conditions are required. Currently, the
ensemble prediction system (EPS) is known as a promising approach to characterizing uncertainty in weather variables by generating
𝑁EPS individual forecasts (Bauer et al., 2015). Each forecast (called an ensemble member) indicates a possible realization of weather
variables.

A vast majority of studies proposed to mitigate the non-CO2 climate effects consider them to be deterministic (see Simorgh
et al. (2022b)). Only a few very recent studies (Baneshi et al., 2023; Simorgh et al., 2022, 2023) have started to look at how
to integrate meteorological uncertainty, which can be typically characterized using EPS, to determine robust climate-optimal
trajectories. In Baneshi et al. (2023), a deterministic aircraft trajectory optimization problem with constant flight altitude is solved by
considering the ensemble mean (i.e., taking the average from all ensemble members) to represent meteorology, and then the effects
of all possible realizations of weather variables are reflected in the flight performance variables, including flight time, fuel burn
and climate effects using an ensemble trajectory prediction. This study (i.e., Baneshi et al. (2023)), however, mainly quantifies the
effects of uncertainty associated with different members rather than optimizing. More sophisticated methods, including all ensemble
members in the trajectory optimization, have been proposed by Simorgh et al. (2022, 2023). In Simorgh et al. (2022), an EPS-based

1 CLIMaCCF library can be accessed using DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6977272
2 pycontrails library can be accessed using DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7877538
2
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robust aircraft trajectory planning method was proposed to mitigate climate effects within free-routing airspace. The aCCFs are
employed to model the climate effects, and the optimization is performed using the direct optimal control approach. However, the
focus of Simorgh et al. (2022) was restricted only to optimizing the lateral path, and the potential to mitigate climate effects by
changing the flight altitude was ignored. The joint optimization of altitude profile and aircraft speed profile, in addition to the
lateral path, has been addressed by Simorgh et al. (2023) for the currently structured airspace using the Augmented Random Search
algorithm. One of the steps planned toward enhancing the efficiency of the current ATM system is the transition from structured
airspace to a free-routing one (considered in phase B of the European ATM master plan (Single European Sky ATM Research Joint
Undertaking (SESAR JU), 2020)). The method proposed by Simorgh et al. (2023) is not suitable for the context of fully free-routing
airspace. To our knowledge, the full 4D climate-optimized aircraft trajectory planning problem under meteorological uncertainty
has yet to be explored in the literature (see Table 1).

This study, therefore, aims to address, for the first time, the problem of full 4D robust climate-optimal flight planning within
he context of free-routing airspace. The meteorological uncertainty is characterized by employing the EPS weather forecast, and
he aviation-induced climate effects are quantified using the latest version of aCCFs (aCCF V1.0 A (Matthes et al., 2023)). Our
ocus is restricted to aCCFs as they assess the climate impact of the most important non-CO2 species (e.g., NOx-induced ozone

and methane, and contrails) in the same unit, i.e., Kelvin. With robustness, we refer to trajectories with minimal sensitivity to
meteorological uncertainty while satisfying user-defined objectives and being operationally feasible. It is important to note that the
aim of trajectory optimization is to deliver a unique (i.e., deterministic) flight plan that is optimized considering the performance
associated with all ensemble members. This is one of the main reasons that deterministic approaches in the literature are not
efficient for flight planning under uncertainty effects. For instance, in the case of using an ensemble weather forecast, performing
𝑁EPS (number of ensemble members) deterministic trajectory optimizations for each ensemble member independently will result in
𝑁EPS optimized flight plans, each exhibiting optimal performance under the corresponding weather scenario and not necessarily the
other ensemble members. As the realization of the uncertainty is not known before committing to a specific plan, the decision to
use one of the optimized trajectories cannot be effectively made. Thus, there is a need to determine a deterministic flight plan that
performs robustly to the considered potential deviations in the forecasted meteorological conditions. To address this optimization
problem, we propose a robust tracking optimal control framework to model the EPS-based climate-optimal flight planning problem.
Considering the fact that the robust optimal control problem formulated using EPS weather forecasts to quantify uncertainty has a
finite representation (associated with the ensemble members), we convert the robust optimization formulations to a deterministic
problem with a larger dimension. Unlike the studies conducted by Simorgh et al. (2022, 2023), which considered only average
performance as the objective, we define the objective function in a manner that allows also controlling the uncertainty ranges of
the considered objectives, e.g., estimated climate effects. Based on the proposed methodology in this study, we have developed an
open-source Python library called ROC (Robust Optimal Control for flight planning). The ROC library is publicly available and can
be accessed using the DOI: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10552812.

The subsequent sections of the paper are structured as follows. We state the aircraft trajectory optimization problem with climate
impact as the flight planning objective in Section 2. Section 3 presents the robust tracking optimal control framework used to
formulate the proposed robust flight planning problem, which is stated in Section 4. The effectiveness of our methodology to mitigate
aviation-induced climate effects is explored in Section 5, and Section 6 closes the paper with some concluding remarks.

2. Climate-optimized aircraft trajectory planning

The aviation-induced non-CO2 climate effects depend highly on the geographic location, altitude, and time of emissions. In light
of this, determining aircraft routes that can potentially reduce emissions in regions highly sensitive to climate change is a step toward
climatically efficient air transport. Achieving this goal requires acquiring information about climate-sensitive areas as a primary step.
Once such climate impact information is available, it must be integrated into flight planning tools to generate climate-aware flight
paths. It needs to be highlighted that ensuring reliable trajectories involves identifying, comprehending, and quantifying different
sources of uncertainty (Matthes et al., 2023; Simorgh et al., 2022b).

In this study, we employ aCCFs-V1.0 A (Matthes et al., 2023) to quantify aviation-induced climate effects and consider
meteorological uncertainty quantified using EPS to generate robust climate-optimal trajectories. In the following, we present
the elements required to state the robust climate-optimal flight planning problem, i.e., aCCFs, aircraft dynamical model, and
meteorological uncertainty (which perturbs the aircraft dynamical model and the estimated climate effects). In the last part of
this section, the cost function of the flight planning problem is presented.

2.1. Aviation-induced climate effects quantified using aCCFs

To plan climate-optimal trajectories, spatio-temporally resolved information on aviation-induced climate effects is required. In
this study, we rely on the so-called aCCFs to estimate the climate impact induced by aircraft emissions. The main reasons for
using aCCFs to identify climate-sensitive areas in this study are as follows: (1) aCCFs are computationally compatible with aircraft
trajectory optimization tools as they can be calculated in real-time, (2) aCCFs estimate climate impact directly in temperature change,
and (3) aCCFs account for the temporal and spatial dependencies of climate effects corresponding to the most relevant non-CO2
species, e.g., ozone and methane, water vapor emissions, and persistent contrails. We use the prototype aCCFs according to the
latest published findings of the EU-Project FlyATM4E (Yin et al., 2023; Dietmüller et al., 2023; Matthes et al., 2023), which include
3

the aCCFs for CO2 and non-CO2 effects, i.e., the effects of ozone and methane induced by NOx emissions, the effects of water vapor,

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10552812
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Table 1
A classification of the most recent studies (i.e., from 2018) conducted on aircraft trajectory optimization w.r.t. climate impact.

Study Degrees of freedom Considered factors Flight planning

Lateral route Flight altitude Speed Climate effects MET uncertainty Routing Methodology

Yin et al.
(2018a)

✓ ✓ NOx Free-routing Genetic
algorithm

Yin et al.
(2018b)

✓ ✓ Contrails
(potential
contrail
coverage)

Free-routing Genetic
algorithm

Niklaß et al.
(2021)

✓ ✓ ✓ AIC, O3, CH4,
H2O, CO2

Free-routing Direct optimal
control

Yamashita et al.
(2020)
Yamashita et al.
(2021) Yin et al.
(2023) Castino
et al. (2021)

✓ ✓ AIC, O3, CH4,
H2O, CO2

Free-routing Genetic
algorithm

Vitali et al.
(2021)

✓ ✓ ✓ AIC, O3, CH4,
H2O, CO2

Free-routing Direct optimal
control

Matthess et al.
(2020) Lührs
et al. (2021)

✓ ✓ ✓ AIC, O3, CH4,
H2O, CO2

Free-routing Direct optimal
control

Baneshi et al.
(2023)

✓ ✓ AIC, O3, CH4,
H2O, CO2

Trajectory
prediction

Free-routing Direct optimal
control

Simorgh et al.
(2022)

✓ ✓ AIC, O3, CH4,
H2O, CO2

✓ Free-routing Direct optimal
control

Simorgh et al.
(2023)

✓ ✓ ✓ AIC, O3, CH4,
H2O, CO2

✓ Structured Augmented
random search

Current study ✓ ✓ ✓ AIC, O3, CH4,
H2O, CO2

✓ Free-routing Direct (robust)
optimal control

and the effects of contrail-cirrus. The aCCFs can be calculated efficiently, as their mathematical formulation only needs input data
of specific meteorological variables (e.g., temperature and geopotential). Calculated aCCFs quantify the global climate effect using
the average temperature response (ATR20) as the climate indicator. A detailed description of the mathematical formulation of the
aCCFs is given in Yin et al. (2023). In the following, general dependencies of the individual aCCFs to meteorological variables are
shortly shown:

aCCFNOx = aCCFO3
+ aCCFCH4

+ aCCFPMO [K/Kg(NO2)]

aCCFO3
= 𝑓O3

(𝑇 ,𝛷) [K/Kg(NO2)]

aCCFCH4
= 𝑓CH4

(𝐹𝑖𝑛, 𝛷) [K/Kg(NO2)]

aCCFPMO = 𝑓PMO(𝐹𝑖𝑛, 𝛷) [K/Kg(NO2)]

aCCFH2O = 𝑓H2O(𝑃𝑉 ) [K/Kg(fuel)]
aCCFdCont. = 𝑓dCont.(𝑂𝐿𝑅), [K/km(contrails)]
aCCFnCont. = 𝑓nCont.(𝑇 ), [K/km(contrails)]

(1)

where 𝑇 is the temperature, 𝛷 is the geopotential, 𝐹𝑖𝑛 is the incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere, 𝑃𝑉 is the
potential vorticity, and 𝑂𝐿𝑅 is the outgoing longwave radiation. The aCCFs of contrails (i.e., day-time and night-time) are only
calculated for areas where persistent contrails are generated, called persistent contrails formation areas (PCFAs). For these PCFAs,
two meteorological conditions are needed: the Schmidt-Appleman criterion (Appleman, 1953) has to be fulfilled, and moreover,
the atmosphere has to be ice-supersaturated. The aCCF of CO2 emissions is independent of the atmospheric location at the time of
emissions, i.e., aCCFCO2

= constant [K/Kg(fuel)]. Interested readers are referred to Yin et al. (2023) for the mathematical functions
𝑓𝑖 for 𝑖 ∈ {O3,CH4,PMO,H2O,dCont.,nCont.}. As can be understood from the specific units of aCCFs, fuel flow, NOx emission index,
and the flown distance in PCFAs are required to quantify the climate effects in Kelvin.

The study conducted by Yin et al. (2023) introduces the first consistent set of aCCFs (named aCCF-V1.0). The mathematical
formulations of aCCF-V1.0 are given using ATR integrated over the next 20 years for a pulse emission (P-ATR20). In order to make
the aCCFs well-suited for the purpose of our mitigation study, some additional assumptions were taken, which are described in
the following. We use aCCF version 1.0 A, where aCCFs are calibrated to the results of the state-of-the-art climate response model
AirClim (Dahlmann et al., 2016), aiming at addressing uncertainty due to the current state of scientific knowledge of climate impacts
(the calibration factors are introduced in Matthes et al. (2023)). We also apply so-called metric conversion factors (reported in
4

Table 5 of Dietmüller et al. (2023)) in order to convert from P-ATR20 to F-ATR20, with F-ATR20 using the future business-as-usual
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emission scenario. In fact, with the future emission scenario, we want to measure the climate impact of steadily using a specific
routing option, enabling us to quantify the mitigation potential of that routing option employed by air traffic operations. Moreover,
we consider the efficacies of individual climate effects, as some non-CO2 species can be less or more effective in changing the global
mean temperature than CO2. Here, we use the efficacy factors summarized by Lee et al. (2021).

2.2. Aircraft dynamical model

In order to generate efficient aircraft trajectories, we rely on dynamical models that can provide an acceptable estimation of
aircraft behavior in practice while being computationally inexpensive. To this end, we utilize the three-degrees-of-freedom point
mass model, having the following equations of motion (González-Arribas et al., 2023):

d
d𝑡

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝜙

𝜆

ℎ

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠
𝑚

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

(

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 cos(𝛾) cos(𝜒) +𝑤𝑦
)(

𝑅𝑀 (𝜙) + ℎ
)−1

(

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 cos(𝛾) sin(𝜒) +𝑤𝑥
)

(

(

𝑅𝑁 (𝜙) + ℎ
)

cos(𝜙)
)−1

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 sin(𝛾)
(

T(𝐶𝑇 ) −𝐷(𝐶𝐿)
)

𝑚−1 − 𝑔 sin(𝛾)

−𝑓𝑐 (𝐶𝑇 )

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

Latitude, Longitude ∶ 𝜙, 𝜆

Altitude, True airspeed ∶ ℎ, 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠
Mass, Fuel flow ∶ 𝑚, 𝑓𝑐
Thrust & Drag forces ∶ T,D

Thrust & Lift coefficients ∶ 𝐶𝑇 , 𝐶𝐿
Components of wind ∶ 𝑤𝑥 , 𝑤𝑦

Heading & Path angles ∶ 𝜒, 𝛾

(2)

here 𝐶𝐿(𝛾) = (2𝑚𝑔 cos(𝛾))∕(𝜌𝑣2𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑆), 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration, 𝑆 is the wetted wing surface, 𝜌 is the air density, 𝑅𝑀 and
𝑁 are the radii of curvature of the meridian’s ellipse and the radius of curvature in the prime vertical, respectively. BADA4.2 is
sed to represent the aircraft’s aerodynamic and propulsive performance (Gallo et al., 2006). A feasible aircraft trajectory needs to
ulfill a set of constraints representing the flight envelope. Particularly, the limitations imposed for calibrated airspeed, thrust and
ift coefficients, Mach, and altitude are given in the following:

𝑣𝐶𝐴𝑆,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝑣𝐶𝐴𝑆 (𝑣) ≤ 𝑣𝐶𝐴𝑆,max

𝐶𝑇 ,min ≤ 𝐶𝑇 ≤ 𝐶𝑇 ,max

𝑀(𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠) ≤𝑀max

𝐶𝐿 ≤ 𝐶𝐿,max

ℎ ≤ ℎmax

(3)

here 𝑀 is the Mach number and 𝑣𝐶𝐴𝑆 is the calibrated airspeed.

.3. Meteorological uncertainty

We rely on standard weather forecasts that provide a prediction of the status of atmospheric variables, such as wind and
emperature, required for flight planning. Due to many factors, such as limited knowledge about the state of the atmosphere, and
omputational constraints, weather forecasts are unavoidably uncertain. Such uncertainty can seriously affect ATM performance. In
rder to assess the non-CO2 climate effects using aCCFs, additional meteorological variables are required (e.g., potential vorticity
nd temperature). This implies that the sensitivity of climate-optimal flight planning to meteorological uncertainty is higher than
he business-as-usual (or cost-optimal) one.

The main state-of-the-art framework in the meteorological community is the ensemble prediction system (EPS)-based weather
orecasting, which generates 𝑁EPS predictions (so-called ensemble members) by systematically slightly perturbing the initial state
f the atmosphere or/and parameters of a numerical weather integration model. In this study, we use the ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis
nsemble data product (which includes ten ensemble members) (Hersbach et al., 2020). Fig. 1 shows the geographical distribution
t 225 hPa of temperature and relative humidity over ice, and from these two variables, the calculated PCFAs for two different
nsemble members. Comparing the two different ensembles, we conclude that the variability in the PCFAs is rather high due to
he high variability in the relative humidity field. In the last row of Fig. 1, three different routes are illustrated. We see that the
ost-optimal trajectory flies through PCFAs for both ensemble members. If one uses the first ensemble member to plan a contrails-
ptimal trajectory and the second ensemble member is more representative of the actual weather conditions, the planned route
ill be inefficient. This is because, besides not mitigating climate impact, it increases the operating cost due to flying longer

outes. However, it is possible to determine a trajectory with lower sensitivity to meteorological uncertainty during the planning
tage if information on potential weather conditions is available. For instance, the trajectory with the dark-blue color has a robust
erformance for the two given forecasts. In this study, we aim to use the information provided by an EPS weather forecast to
lan climate-optimized routes with robust performance to meteorological uncertainty. It is worth mentioning that including such
nformation in flight planning is not straightforward and adds complexity to the optimization problem in which, instead of using
ne forecast and solving a deterministic optimization, we need to consider 𝑁EPS probable forecasts. In addition, solving 𝑁EPS
eterministic optimization problems, each considering one forecast, is not operationally feasible and efficient, as the information on
he uncertainty’s realization is unavailable before committing to a specific plan. In this study, we formulate the aircraft trajectory
5

roblem considering all ensemble members in an operationally feasible and efficient manner.
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Fig. 1. Meteorological variables required to calculate PCFAs and identified PCFAs for two different ensemble members (i.e., two different members of an EPS
weather forecast) at 225 hPa on June 13, 2018, 0000 UTC. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

2.4. Objective function modeling

To determine climate-optimal trajectories, climate-sensitive regions need to be considered and penalized in the objective function
of the trajectory optimization problem. As presented in Section 2.1, we employ aCCFs V1.0 A for quantifying climate effects. In
addition to the climate impacts, fuel burn and flight time are crucial factors that are usually considered as objectives to be optimized.
Due to the existence of uncertainty in the considered objectives (i.e., effects of meteorological uncertainty), the objective function is
to be defined such that a robust trajectory is determined under weather uncertainty. To this end, we define the following performance
index:

𝐽 = Simple Operating Cost + Average temperature response
Simple Operating Cost ∶ CI𝑚 ⋅ E

{

SOC
}

+ CI𝑑𝑝 ⋅ V
{

SOC
}

Average temperature response ∶ EI𝑚 ⋅ 1010 ⋅ E
{

ATR
}

+ EI𝑑𝑝 ⋅ 1015 ⋅ V
{

ATR
}

(4)

where

SOC ∶=
[

C𝑡 ⋅
[

𝑡𝑓 − 𝑡0
]

+ C𝑓 ⋅
[

𝑚(𝑡0) − 𝑚(𝑡𝑓 )
]

]

ATR ∶= ∫

𝑡𝑓 5
∑

ATR𝑖
(

𝑡, 𝐱(𝑡),𝐮(𝑡)
)

d𝑡
(5)
6

𝑡0 𝑖=1
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for 𝑖 ∈ {CH4,Cont.,O3,H2O,CO2} as

ATRCH4
(𝑡, 𝐱) = 10−3 × aCCFCH4

(𝑡, 𝐱) ⋅ �̇�𝑛𝑜𝑥(𝑡)

ATRO3
(𝑡, 𝐱) = 10−3 × aCCFO3

(𝑡, 𝐱) ⋅ �̇�𝑛𝑜𝑥(𝑡)

ATRCont.(𝑡, 𝐱) = 10−3 × aCCFCont.(𝑡, 𝐱) ⋅ 𝑣𝑔𝑠(𝑡)
ATRH2O(𝑡, 𝐱) = −aCCFH2O(𝑡, 𝐱) ⋅ �̇�(𝑡)

ATRCO2
(𝑡, 𝐱) = −aCCFCO2

⋅ �̇�(𝑡)

(6)

where 𝐱 is the state vector of the aircraft dynamical model, which includes the location of flight in the atmosphere (i.e., 𝜆, 𝜙, and ℎ)
and �̇�𝑛𝑜𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑓𝑐 (𝐶𝑇 ) ⋅ EINOx . EINOx is the NOx emission index estimated utilizing Boeing Fuel Flow Method 2 (DuBois and Paynter,
2006). Such a definition of objective function allows considering both cost and climate impact simultaneously as objectives to be
minimized. However, a trade-off generally exists between these two objectives determined by the selection of cost and environmental
indices, i.e., CI and EI, respectively. The parameters C𝑡 and C𝑓 determine the importance of flight time and fuel consumption in
representing the operating cost.

Due to the uncertainty in the variables considered as objectives, the average (denoted with operator E{⋅}) and variance (denoted
with operator V{⋅}) of SOC and ATR were considered in defining the objective function. The weights of the expected values and
ariances of objectives are denoted with subscripts ’𝑚’ and ’𝑑𝑝’, respectively. Notice that the aim of using constant weights for
he average and variance of ATR (i.e., 1010 and 1015, respectively) is to scale the order of climate effects with respect to SOC. It
s important to highlight that we defined the objective function in the framework of optimal control theory, including both the
agrange and Mayer terms, collectively referred to as Bolza (Betts, 2010).

. Robust tracking optimal control problem

The optimal control theory is typically employed to formulate the aircraft trajectory optimization problem as it allows us to
nclude realistic dynamical models of aircraft suitably, impose physical and operational constraints, and also define flight planning
bjectives (Simorgh et al., 2022b). Due to the inevitable presence of uncertainty in predicting atmospheric conditions and their
ffects on aircraft trajectories, we formulate the aircraft flight planning problem within the framework of robust optimal control
heory. In the following, we state a general formulation of the robust optimal control problem together with a solution approach
hat will be used in Section 4 to solve our proposed robust climate-optimized trajectory planning problem.

.1. General formulation

Let us define 𝜻 as a vector containing uncertain variables of a dynamical system. The uncertainties are modeled as continuous
andom variables 𝜁 (⋅) ∶ 𝛥 → R𝑛𝜁 , where 𝛥 is a space of possible outcomes. For each possible outcome 𝛿 ∈ 𝛥, the random variable

takes a specific value (𝜁 (𝛿)). With such a representation of uncertainty, a general class of robust tracking optimal control problems
is stated as follows (González-Arribas et al., 2018):

min
𝐮(𝑡)

𝐽 = E
{

𝑀
(

𝑡0, 𝑡𝑓 , 𝐱(𝑡0), 𝐱(𝑡𝑓 )
)

+ ∫

𝑡𝑓

𝑡0
𝐿
(

𝐱(𝑡, 𝛿),𝐮(𝑡, 𝛿), 𝐳(𝑡, 𝛿), 𝜻(𝛿)
)

d𝑡
}

(7)

subject to ∶ �̇�(𝑡) = 𝐟
(

𝐱(𝑡, 𝛿),𝐮(𝑡, 𝛿), 𝐳(𝑡, 𝛿), 𝜻(𝛿)
)

, 𝐱(𝑡0) = 𝛹0(𝜁 (𝛿), 𝑡0) (8)

𝐡
(

𝐱(𝑡, 𝛿),𝐮(𝑡, 𝛿), 𝐳(𝑡, 𝛿), 𝜻(𝛿)
)

= 𝟎 (9)

𝐠
(

𝐱(𝑡, 𝛿),𝐮(𝑡, 𝛿), 𝐳(𝑡, 𝛿), 𝜻(𝛿)
)

≤ 𝟎 (10)

E
{

𝛹
(

𝑡0, 𝑡𝑓 , 𝐱(𝑡0), 𝐱(𝑡𝑓 )
)}

= 𝟎 (11)

𝑇𝑥
(

𝐱(𝑡, 𝛿1) − 𝐱(𝑡, 𝛿2)
)

= 0 ∀𝛿1, 𝛿2 ∈ 𝛥 (12)

𝑇𝑢
(

𝐮(𝑡, 𝛿1) − 𝐮(𝑡, 𝛿2)
)

= 0 ∀𝛿1, 𝛿2 ∈ 𝛥 (13)

𝑇𝑧
(

𝐳(𝑡, 𝛿1) − 𝐳(𝑡, 𝛿2)
)

= 0 ∀𝛿1, 𝛿2 ∈ 𝛥 (14)

where 𝐱(⋅) ∈ R𝑛𝑥 , 𝐮(⋅) ∈ R𝑛𝑢 , and 𝐳(⋅) ∈ R𝑛𝑧 are the vectors of states, controls, and algebraic variables, respectively. The equation
(7) is a general form of the objective function considered for modeling optimal control problems under uncertainty effects, thus
not specifically related to aircraft trajectory planning (González-Arribas et al., 2018). It consists of two nonlinear functions: Mayer
(represents terminal cost) and Lagrange (represents the cost to go or running cost) terms (Kirk, 2004). The Mayer term is a nonlinear
function that maps 𝑀 ∶ R×R×R𝑛𝑥 ×R𝑛𝑥 → R, is used for objectives that are evaluated at boundaries. In contrast, the objectives that
are evaluated over the whole optimization interval are represented in the form of Lagrange, mapping 𝐿 ∶ R𝑛𝑥×R𝑛𝑢×R𝑛𝑧×R𝑛𝜁 ×R → R.
For instance, as stated earlier (in Eq. (4)), to model the flight planning objective function in this study, the simple operating cost,
which is a function of flight time and fuel consumption, is considered as the Mayer term as they are only evaluated at boundaries.
However, the climate impact, which is evaluated at each point along the trajectory, is defined in the Lagrange form. In Eq. (7), E{⋅}
denotes the expectation operator due to the uncertainties in the dynamical model (i.e., Eq. (8)). Notice that the performance index
7
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is not limited to the expectation of objectives, and one can evaluate other statistics under the current formulation. As an example,
the variance of a function 𝑌 (𝛿) can be calculated as V{𝑌 } = E

{(

𝑌 − E{𝑌 }
)2} = E{𝑌 2} − E{𝑌 }2.

The Eq. (8) represents a general class of nonlinear dynamical systems called tychastic dynamical systems, where 𝐟 is a vector
ield that maps R𝑛𝑥 ×R𝑛𝑢 ×R𝑛𝑧 ×R𝑛𝜁 ×R+ → R𝑛𝑥 . This equation is called the state-space representation of a dynamical system, which is
omposed of a set of first-order (linear or nonlinear) differential equations that describe how the state variables (𝐱) (e.g., atmospheric
ocation of flight (latitude, longitude, and flight altitude), true airspeed, and aircraft mass) evolve over time (�̇�) in response to both
he current state (𝐱) and the system’s inputs (𝐮) (e.g., thrust, heading angle, flight path angle), and in some cases algebraic variables
(e.g., ground speed) and uncertainty (𝜁) (e.g., uncertainty in direction and speed of wind). The specific form of the function 𝐟

epends on the nature of the dynamical system and can be linear or nonlinear. In the context of flight planning, we refer to Eq.
8) as the dynamical model of aircraft, which is represented using the full 4D point-mass model given in Eq. (2). The vector fields
∶ R𝑛𝑥 ×R𝑛𝑢 ×R𝑛𝑧 ×R𝑛𝜁 ×R+ → R𝑛ℎ and 𝐠 ∶ R𝑛𝑥 ×R𝑛𝑢 ×R𝑛𝑧 ×R𝑛𝜁 ×R+ → R𝑛𝑔 are the equality and inequality constraints, respectively,

iven in Eqs. (9),(10), with 𝑛𝑧 ≤ 𝑛ℎ. Finally, the function including the boundary conditions (𝛹 ∶ R × R × R𝑛𝑥 × R𝑛𝑥 → R) imposed
in average is given in Eq. (11). 𝟎 is a vector of zeros with appropriate dimensions.

The equality conditions imposed in Eqs. (12)–(14) are suitable for those practical problems required to deliver unique trajectories
or some state and control variables under uncertainty effects, i.e., such variables should be equal in all scenarios (i.e., for
ll realizations of uncertainties (∀𝛿1, 𝛿2 ∈ 𝛥)). Such variables are called tracked, and the class of dynamical optimization

problems with tracking conditions is called tracking robust optimal control. Here, with these sets of constraints, we are imposing
the tracking conditions, i.e., the tracked variables should be equal in all scenarios (i.e., for all realization of uncertainties
(∀𝛿1, 𝛿2 ∈ 𝛥). In Eqs. (12)–(14), 𝑇𝑥, 𝑇𝑢, and 𝑇𝑧 are matrices with appropriate dimensions projecting the state vector, control
vector, and vector of algebraic variables into the tracked parts. It is worth mentioning that the tracking constraints are equality-
type path constraints. However, they are presented separately to emphasize the tracking type of the robust optimal control
problem.

The objective of the formulated robust optimal control problem is to determine a control policy 𝐮(⋅) (which is the decision vector
of the optimization problem) such that a cost functional Eq. (7) gets minimized and the conditions Eqs. (8)–(14) are satisfied. An
open-loop control policy (i.e., 𝐮(𝑡)) is inefficient for such a class of optimization problems. In fact, control inputs with dependency
only on time transform all uncertainty effects into the states of the dynamical system (through the dynamical model). In this respect,
the range of feasible solutions to satisfy tracking conditions is limited, or even, in many cases, a feasible solution cannot be found.
One possibility is to use the scenario-dependent control scheme (i.e., 𝐮(𝑡, 𝛿)), in which, depending on each realization of uncertainty,
the control input is applied to guarantee the uniqueness of tracking variables (i.e., satisfying tracking conditions). With this
approach, a part of the uncertainty is considered on the control inputs. This strategy applies only to those systems with a low-level
controller in practice to generate control policy to follow tracked states in real-time at a shorter timescale than the optimal control
problem.

3.2. Solution approach: Discretization of robust optimal control problem

For each realization of uncertain parameters (i.e., 𝜁 (𝛿 = 𝛿0)) in the formulated robust optimal control problem, one can find
the optimal solution in a deterministic manner. In this respect, one possibility suggested in the literature is to approximate the
uncertainty with a discrete distribution, leading to a finite representation of the robust optimal control problem (González-Arribas
et al., 2018). In the following, we will briefly present how a robust optimal control problem formulation with a finite representation
can be converted to a deterministic problem with a larger dimension (González-Arribas et al., 2018).

Let us consider a finite collection of the 𝑛 discrete samples of uncertainty {𝜁𝑖} with the associated weights {𝑤𝑖} (𝑤𝑖 ≥ 0, ∀𝑖),
satisfying ∑𝑛

𝑖=1𝑤𝑖 = 1. Then, we construct the probability measure as:

(𝐴) =
𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
𝑤𝑖𝛿𝜁𝑖 (𝐴) (15)

where 𝛿𝑥(⋅) denotes the Dirac measure, i.e., a measure that takes the value 1 for events that contain the sample 𝑥 and zero otherwise.
Under these assumptions, the expected value of any function of 𝜁 can be computed as:

E{𝑓 (𝜁 )} = ∫𝛥
𝑓 (𝜁 )d =

𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
𝑤𝑖 ⋅ 𝑓 (𝜁𝑘). (16)

where 𝑓 (⋅) is a well-behaved function. The accuracy in approximating the stochastic integral E{𝑓 (𝜁 )} = ∫𝛥 𝑓 (𝜁 )d , with ∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝑤𝑖⋅𝑓 (𝜁𝑘),

largely depends on the technique employed to discretize uncertain parameters, i.e., selection of 𝜁𝑖 and 𝑤𝑖. The choice of a suitable
discretization method is dependent on the specific characteristics of the problem and the required level of approximation accuracy.
Monte Carlo (González-Arribas et al., 2018) and generalized polynomial chaos (Debusschere et al., 2004) are two of the most
commonly used approaches in the literature.

Under the performed discretization, one can include the dynamical equations for generating the trajectories associated with
the 𝑘th sample of uncertainty (𝜁𝑘) and the corresponding initial conditions (denoted as {𝐱𝑘(𝑡),𝐮𝑘(𝑡), 𝐳𝑘(𝑡)}) into a newly defined
8

augmented dynamical model as:
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⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

�̇�1(𝑡)
�̇�2(𝑡)
⋮

�̇�𝑛(𝑡)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

⏟⏟⏟
�̇�𝑎(𝑡)

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝐟
(

𝐱1(𝑡),𝐮1(𝑡), 𝐳1(𝑡), 𝜁1, 𝑡
)

𝐟
(

𝐱2(𝑡),𝐮2(𝑡), 𝐳2(𝑡), 𝜁2, 𝑡
)

⋮
𝐟
(

𝐱𝑛(𝑡),𝐮𝑛(𝑡), 𝐳𝑛(𝑡), 𝜁𝑛, 𝑡
)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
𝐟𝑎
(

𝐱𝑎(𝑡),𝐮𝑎(𝑡),𝐳𝑎(𝑡),𝑡
)

(17)

where the augmented vectors of control and algebraic variables are defined as

𝐮𝑎(𝑡) =
[

𝐮1(𝑡),… ,𝐮𝑛(𝑡)
]𝑇 , 𝐳𝑎(𝑡) =

[

𝐳1(𝑡),… , 𝐳𝑛(𝑡)
]𝑇 . (18)

Similarly, the path constraints in Eqs. (9), (10) are now enforced for each scenario (i.e., each realization of uncertainty within the
sampled space):

𝐡𝑎
(

𝐱𝑎(𝑡),𝐮𝑎(𝑡), 𝐳𝑎(𝑡, 𝛿)
)

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝐡
(

𝐱1(𝑡),𝐮1(𝑡), 𝐳1(𝑡), 𝜁1, 𝑡
)

𝐡
(

𝐱2(𝑡),𝐮2(𝑡), 𝐳2(𝑡), 𝜁2, 𝑡
)

⋮
𝐡
(

𝐱𝑛(𝑡),𝐮𝑛(𝑡), 𝐳𝑛(𝑡), 𝜁𝑛, 𝑡
)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(19)

𝐠𝑎
(

𝐱𝑎(𝑡),𝐮𝑎(𝑡), 𝐳𝑎(𝑡, 𝛿)
)

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝐠
(

𝐱1(𝑡),𝐮1(𝑡), 𝐳1(𝑡), 𝜁1, 𝑡
)

𝐠
(

𝐱2(𝑡),𝐮2(𝑡), 𝐳2(𝑡), 𝜁2, 𝑡
)

⋮
𝐠
(

𝐱𝑛(𝑡),𝐮𝑛(𝑡), 𝐳𝑛(𝑡), 𝜁𝑛, 𝑡
)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(20)

and finally, using Eq. (16), the cost functional and boundary conditions can be written as

min
𝐮𝑎(𝑡)

𝐽𝑎 =𝑀𝑎
(

𝑡0, 𝑡𝑓 , 𝐱𝑎(𝑡0), 𝐱𝑎(𝑡𝑓 )
)

+ ∫

𝑡𝑓

𝑡0
𝐿𝑎

(

𝐱𝑎(𝑡),𝐮𝑎(𝑡), 𝐳𝑎(𝑡)
)

d𝑡 (21)

𝑀𝑎
(

𝑡0, 𝑡𝑓 , 𝐱𝑎(𝑡0), 𝐱𝑎(𝑡𝑓 )
)

=
𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
𝑤𝑖 ⋅𝑀

(

𝑡0, 𝑡𝑓 , 𝐱𝑖(𝑡0), 𝐱𝑖(𝑡𝑓 )
)

(22)

𝐿𝑎
(

𝐱𝑎(𝑡),𝐮𝑎(𝑡), 𝐳𝑎(𝑡), 𝑡
)

=
𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
𝑤𝑖 ⋅ 𝐿

(

𝐱𝑖(𝑡),𝐮𝑖(𝑡), 𝐳𝑖(𝑡), 𝑡
)

𝛹𝑎
(

𝑡0, 𝑡𝑓 , 𝐱𝑎(𝑡0), 𝐱𝑎(𝑡𝑓 )
)

=
𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
𝑤𝑖 ⋅ 𝛹

(

𝑡0, 𝑡𝑓 , 𝐱𝑖(𝑡0), 𝐱𝑖(𝑡𝑓 )
)

. (23)

As for tracking conditions, let us define 𝐱𝑡(𝑡), 𝐮𝑡(𝑡), 𝐳𝑡(𝑡) as vectors including tracked state, tracked control and tracked algebraic
variables. Then, one can impose tracking conditions for different scenarios as

𝑇𝑥𝐱𝑖(𝑡) = 𝐱𝑡(𝑡) (24)

𝑇𝑢𝐮𝑖(𝑡) = 𝐮𝑡(𝑡) (25)

𝑇𝑧𝐳𝑖(𝑡) = 𝐳𝑡(𝑡) (26)

for 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛. Under these approximations and reformulations, the robust optimal control problem has been converted to a
deterministic one with a larger dimension. From the implementation point of view, as will be shown in the next section, instead of
duplicating both tracked and untracked variables and then imposing tracking conditions for tracked variables, it is computationally
more efficient to duplicate only untracked variables when building the augmented dynamical model. In this respect, we will receive
unique profiles for tracked variables without requiring additional path constraints and adding extra dimensions corresponding to
tracked variables. It should be noted that a feasible solution may not always exist, and it highly depends on the dynamical model
of the system and the way it is represented; having a unique trajectory for all possible realizations of uncertainties may not always
be possible. In the next section, we will make some definitions and reformulations allowing us to efficiently utilize this approach
for the robust climate-optimized flight planning problem.

All in all, the primary robust optimal control problem represented by Eqs. (7)–(14) has been converted into a deterministic
optimization problem with the cost functional given in Eq. (21) to be minimized with the augmented control vector 𝐮𝑎(𝑡) subject
to dynamical constraints (i.e., dynamical model of the system expanded by finite scenarios representing uncertainty), equality and
inequality path constraints, and boundary conditions given in Eqs. (17), (19), (20), (23), respectively.

4. Robust 4D climate-optimal aircraft trajectory planning

In this section, we model the climate-optimal flight planning problem under the framework presented in Section 3. The
uncertainty in the forecasted wind and temperature perturbs the aircraft’s dynamical behavior. In addition, the uncertainty in the
meteorological variables required for calculating aCCFs is propagated when calculating objectives in the defined cost functional
(see Sub Section 2.4). In the context of flight planning, it is required to determine a unique flight plan, i.e., a unique lateral route
9

in latitude and longitude that starts and ends at predefined points in space, as well as having a fixed altitude profile and a fixed
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airspeed schedule. Therefore, despite the existence of uncertainty, we need to optimize a deterministic flight plan. In our definition,
the tracked variables are those variables that exclude uncertainty effects. Thus, lateral path, altitude, and speed are designated as
tracked variables within the robust optimal control formulation presented in Section 3. In this respect, control policies are to be
generated such that these states of the aircraft dynamical model follow a unique profile for all probable realizations of weather
conditions represented employing ensemble weather forecasts. However, with the current formulation of the dynamical model, the
tracking condition can only be satisfied if all ensemble members are identical. This is due to the fact that flight time is considered
as an independent variable for the aircraft dynamical model given by Eq. (2), implying that it will be unique for all scenarios.
The uniqueness of flight time in all scenarios means that the aircraft’s position is fixed with respect to time, considering all possible
realizations of wind, which is not realistic. Therefore, direct application of the methodology presented in Section 3 without modifying
the aircraft dynamical model is not feasible.

To address the requirements in an operationally feasible manner, we start by defining the ground speed (𝑣𝑔𝑠) and the course
(𝜓) as additional (untracked) algebraic and (tracked) control variables, respectively, with the standard composition of velocities
relating those two additional variables to airspeed, heading, and wind:

𝑣𝑔𝑠 cos(𝜓) = 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 cos(𝜒) +𝑤𝑦, 𝑣𝑔𝑠 sin(𝜓) = 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 sin(𝜒) +𝑤𝑥. (27)

where 𝑣𝑔𝑠 is constrained to be greater than or equal to 0 to ensure the uniqueness of ground speed and course. To capture wind
uncertainty in the flight time, we select the distance flown along the route as the independent variable and rewrite the dynamical
model with respect to distance using d𝑡

d𝑠 = 𝑣−1𝑔𝑠 as

d
d𝑠

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝜙

𝜆

ℎ

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠
𝑚

𝑡

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

cos(𝜓)
(

𝑅𝑀 (𝜙) + ℎ
)−1

sin(𝜓)
(

(

𝑅𝑁 (𝜙) + ℎ
)

cos(𝜙)
)−1

𝑣−1𝑔𝑠 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 sin(𝛾)
(

T(𝐶𝑇 ) −𝐷(𝐶𝐿)
)

(𝑣𝑔𝑠 ⋅ 𝑚)−1 − 𝑣−1𝑔𝑠 𝑔 sin(𝛾)

−𝑓𝑐 (𝐶𝑇 )𝑣−1𝑔𝑠
𝑣−1𝑔𝑠

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

. (28)

With this representation, by selecting time (𝑡) as an untracked variable, the effects of wind uncertainty can now be reflected in
the flight time (through ground speed). We also define slopes of airspeed and altitude as tracked control variables (𝑑𝑎 and 𝑑𝑣,
respectively). This is reasonable since, within the current dynamical model, the derivatives of tracked variables (i.e., altitude and
true airspeed) are obtained from terms including both tracked and untracked variables. In this respect, after defining tracked control
variables 𝑑𝑎 and 𝑑𝑣, we need to transfer the dynamic relationships to two new equality constraints:

[

𝑑𝑣 ⋅ 𝑣𝑔𝑠
𝑑ℎ ⋅ 𝑣𝑔𝑠

]

=
[

(𝑇 −𝐷)𝑚−1 − 𝑔 sin(𝛾)
𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 sin(𝛾)

]

. (29)

Considering the modifications made, the dynamical model can now be utilized by the methodology presented in Section 3.2.
In the following, we formulate the robust climate-optimized flight planning problem by representing the aircraft dynamical model,
path and boundary constraints, and objective function to include the effects of weather uncertainty characterized using an ensemble
weather forecast.

4.1. Augmented dynamical model

The solution approach presented in Section 3.2 is generic in the sense of the used weather forecast. For weather data
characterized by uncertainty in a continuous distribution, a discretization step is required. In this study, however, we use an
EPS weather forecast, directly representing uncertainty in a discrete distribution. Therefore, it is well-suited for the robust flight
planning problem presented in Section 3 without requiring a discretization step. In this respect, the number of discretization samples
corresponds to the number of ensemble members (𝑁EPS), with each member being treated as a single sample (𝜁). In addition, we
assume that each member of an EPS carries equal probability (𝑤𝑖 = 𝑁−1

EPS for 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑁EPS). This means that a weather pattern
with a higher likelihood of occurrence is represented by more members in the ensemble.

Let us consider the vector of required meteorological variables with uncertainty as

𝜁 ∶= 𝐖(𝜆, 𝜙, ℎ, 𝑡(𝛿), 𝛿) =
[

T 𝑤𝑥 𝑤𝑥 GH 𝐹𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑉 𝑂𝐿𝑅 𝑅
]

. (30)

Employing EPS weather forecast with 𝑁EPS ensemble members, we can represent the uncertainty with 𝑁EPS samples, each associated
to one ensemble member:

𝜁𝑖 ∶= 𝐖𝑖(𝜆, 𝜙, ℎ, 𝑡𝑖) ∶= 𝐖(𝜆, 𝜙, ℎ, 𝑡(𝛿𝑖), 𝛿𝑖) =
[

T𝑖 𝑤𝑥,𝑖 𝑤𝑥,𝑖 GH𝑖 𝐹𝑖𝑛,𝑖 𝑃𝑉𝑖 𝑂𝐿𝑅𝑖 𝑅𝑖
]

(31)

where 𝐖𝑖 is a vector of meteorological variables corresponding to the 𝑖th ensemble member. In this respect, we can build an
10

augmented aircraft dynamical model by including 𝑁EPS copies (i.e., number of ensemble members) of the untracked state, control,
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R
d

and algebraic variables, each corresponding to a possible realization of weather variables:

d
d𝑠

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝜙

𝜆

ℎ

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠
𝑚1

⋮

𝑚𝑁EPS

𝑡1
⋮

𝑡𝑁EPS

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

cos(𝜓)
(

𝑅𝑀 (𝜙) + ℎ
)−1

sin(𝜓)
(

(

𝑅𝑁 (𝜙) + ℎ
)

cos(𝜙)
)−1

𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑣

−𝑓𝑐 (𝐶𝑇 ,1)𝑣−1𝑔𝑠,1
⋮

−𝑓𝑐 (𝐶𝑇 ,𝑁EPS )𝑣
−1
𝑔𝑠,𝑁EPS

𝑣−1𝑔𝑠,1
⋮

𝑣−1𝑔𝑠,𝑁EPS

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(32)

where the augmented state and control vectors are

𝐱𝑎 =
[

𝜙 𝜆 𝑣 ℎ 𝑚1 ⋯ 𝑚𝑁EPS 𝑡1 ⋯ 𝑡𝑁EPS

]𝑇

𝐮𝑎 =
[

𝑑𝑣 𝑑ℎ 𝜓 𝛾1 ⋯ 𝛾𝑁EPS 𝐶𝑇 ,1 ⋯ 𝐶𝑇 ,𝑁EPS 𝜒1 ⋯ 𝜒𝑁EPS

]𝑇
.

(33)

As can be observed, lateral path, speed profile, and flight altitude are repeated once, while the time and aircraft mass are considered
𝑁EPS times to reflect meteorological uncertainty. With such an approach to building the trajectory ensemble, we avoid imposing
tracking conditions. The uniqueness of such variables of the flight plan is due to the consideration of scenario-dependent (untracked)
control, state, and algebraic variables. Regarding the applicability of this methodology, we need to note that, in our practical context,
the tracking of the optimized deterministic flight plan is enforced by the autopilot and Flight Management System in real-time rather
than employing the determined scenario-dependent variables as the realization of the uncertainty is not known before committing
to a specific plan.

4.2. Path constraints

The conditions that are imposed over an optimization interval are path constraints. In the following, constraints representing
the flight envelope and feasibility of the made modifications to make the aircraft dynamical model suitable for the methodology
presented in Section 3 are given as follows:

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝑣𝑔𝑠,1 cos(𝜓)
⋮

𝑣𝑔𝑠,𝑁EPS cos𝜓
𝑣𝑔𝑠,1 sin(𝜓)

⋮
𝑣𝑔𝑠,𝑁EPS sin(𝜓)

𝑑𝑣 ⋅ 𝑣𝑔𝑠,1
⋮

𝑑𝑣 ⋅ 𝑣𝑔𝑠,𝑁EPS

𝑑ℎ ⋅ 𝑣𝑔𝑠,1
⋮

𝑑ℎ ⋅ 𝑣𝑔𝑠,𝑁EPS

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

−

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 cos(𝜒1) ⋅ cos(𝛾1) +𝑤𝑦,1
⋮

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 cos(𝜒𝑁EPS ) ⋅ cos(𝛾𝑁EPS ) +𝑤𝑦,𝑁EPS
𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 sin(𝜒1) ⋅ cos(𝛾1) +𝑤𝑥,1

⋮
𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 sin(𝜒𝑁EPS ) ⋅ cos(𝛾𝑁EPS ) +𝑤𝑥,𝑁EPS

𝑇 (𝐶𝑇 ,1) −𝐷(𝐶𝐿,1)𝑚−1
1 − 𝑔 sin(𝛾1)

⋮
𝑇 (𝐶𝑇 ,𝑁EPS ) −𝐷(𝐶𝐿,𝑁EPS )𝑚

−1
1 − 𝑔 sin(𝛾𝑁EPS )

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 sin(𝛾1)
⋮

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠 sin(𝛾𝑁EPS )

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

= 𝟎,
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⎢

⎢
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⎢

⎢

⎢
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⎢

⎢

⎣

𝑣𝑐𝑎𝑠,stall − 𝑣𝑐𝑎𝑠(𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠)
𝑣𝑐𝑎𝑠(𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠) − 𝑣𝑐𝑎𝑠,max

𝐶𝑇 ,min − 𝐶𝑇 ,1
⋮

𝐶𝑇 ,min − 𝐶𝑇 ,𝑁EPS
𝐶𝑇 ,1 − 𝐶𝑇 ,max

⋮
𝐶𝑇 ,𝑁EPS − 𝐶𝑇 ,max

𝐶𝐿,1 − 𝐶𝐿,max
⋮

𝐶𝐿,𝑁EPS − 𝐶𝐿,max

𝑀(𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑠) −𝑀max
−𝑣𝑔𝑠,1

⋮
−𝑣𝑔𝑠,𝑁EPS

ℎ − ℎmax

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥
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⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

≤ 𝟎 (34)

egarding equality type constraints, relationships between wind, course, heading, airspeed, and ground speed (given in Eq. (27)) for
ifferent ensemble members and different realizations of untracked variables are imposed in the first block. The second and third
11
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blocks represent dynamical relations for true airspeed and flight altitude (given in Eq. (29)), respectively, for different realizations
of untracked variables. The limitations for calibrated airspeed, thrust and lift coefficients, Mach, and altitude (due to flight envelope
given in Eq. (3)) are imposed as inequality path constraints. Notice that some of these constraints are repeated 𝑁EPS to assure the
satisfaction of the corresponding constraints for all probable realizations of untracked variables.

4.3. Boundary constraints

Boundary constraints represent the initial and final states of aircraft. For our flight planning problem, we consider the following
conditions

[

𝜙 𝜆 𝑣 ℎ
]

(0) =
[

𝜙0 𝜆0 𝑣0 ℎ0
]

,
[

𝜙 𝜆 𝑣 ℎ
]

(𝑠𝑓 ) =
[

𝜙𝑓 𝜆𝑓 𝑣𝑓 ℎ𝑓
]

,

𝑡𝑖(0) = 0

𝑚𝑖(0) = 𝑚0

𝑚𝑓,min ≤ 𝑚𝑖(𝑠𝑓 )

𝑡𝑓,min ≤ 𝑡𝑖(𝑠𝑓 ) ≤ 𝑡𝑓,max

⎫

⎪

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎪

⎭

∀𝑖 ∈ {1,… 𝑁EPS}.

(35)

which implies that the initial conditions for both tracked and untracked state variables are selected fixed. In contrast, only tracked
variables are set to fixed values for the final conditions. The final flight time and final flight mass are considered free but to
be optimized to satisfy predefined ranges. Although this study focuses on meteorological uncertainty, without loss of generality,
departure time and initial aircraft mass can be considered with uncertainty, and it is straightforward to consider it within the
current formulation.

4.4. Objective function

We aim to determine an optimal aircraft trajectory under meteorological uncertainty and examine the trade-off between the
operational cost and climate effects. To this end, considering equal weights for all possible realizations of uncertainty (i.e., ensemble
members), by using Eq. (21), we can rewrite the cost functional Eq. (4) with respect to the augmented dynamical model of the aircraft
as:

𝐽 = CI𝑚 ⋅ SOC + CI𝑑𝑝 ⋅ S̃OC + EI𝑚 ⋅ 1010 ⋅ ATR + EI𝑑𝑝 ⋅ 1015 ⋅ ÃTR

𝐄𝐱𝐩𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐞𝐝 𝐒𝐎𝐂 ∶ SOC ∶= 1
𝑁EPS

𝑁EPS
∑

𝑖=1
SOC𝑖

𝐄𝐱𝐩𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐞𝐝 𝐀𝐓𝐑 ∶ ATR ∶= 1
𝑁EPS

𝑁EPS
∑

𝑖=1

4
∑

𝑗=1
ATRi,𝑗

𝐃𝐢𝐬𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐒𝐎𝐂 ∶ S̃OC ∶= 1
𝑁EPS

𝑁EPS
∑

𝑖=1

(

SOC𝑖 − SOC
)2

𝐃𝐢𝐬𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐀𝐓𝐑 ∶ ÃTR ∶= 1
𝑁EPS

𝑁EPS
∑

𝑖=1

(

4
∑

𝑗=1
ATRi,𝑗 − ATR

)2

(36)

or 𝑗 ∈ {NOx,H2O,CO2,Cont.}, where

ATRi,NOx = ∫

𝑠𝑓

0
aCCF𝑖,NOx (𝑠, 𝐱𝑖(𝑠)) ⋅ EI𝑖,NOx (𝑠, 𝐱𝑖(𝑠)) ⋅ �̇�𝑖(𝑠) ⋅ d𝑠

ATRi,H2O = ∫

𝑠𝑓

0
aCCF𝑖,H2O(𝑠, 𝐱𝑖(𝑠)) ⋅ �̇�𝑖(𝑠) ⋅ d𝑠

ATRi,CO2
= ∫

𝑠𝑓

0
aCCF𝑖,CO2

⋅ �̇�𝑖(𝑠) ⋅ d𝑠

ATRi,Cont. = ∫

𝑠𝑓

0
aCCF𝑖,Cont.(𝑠, 𝐱𝑖(𝑠)) ⋅ d𝑠

. (37)

nd

SOC𝑖 ∶= 0.75
[

𝑡𝑖(𝑠𝑓 ) − 𝑡0
]

+ 0.51
[

𝑚0 − 𝑚𝑖(𝑠𝑓 )
]

(38)

here 𝐱𝑖(⋅) is a vector, including the atmospheric location of flights (i.e., 𝜆, 𝜙, ℎ), and flight time corresponding to 𝑖th ensemble
ember (i.e., 𝑡𝑖). Notice that the evaluation of the performance index is now based on the distance flown (𝑠) as the independent

ariable.
12
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Table 2
Size of resulting NLP problems.

Number of ... Deterministic (Node = 40) Robust (Node = 40) Robust (Node = 80)

Equality constraints (𝑛𝑔) 480 3315 6675
Inequality constraints (𝑛ℎ) 364 3262 6502
NLP variables (𝑛𝜃) 596 3431 6911

Number of non-zeros in ...

Lagrangian Hessian 3617 25 847 52 207
Eq. constr. Jacobian 3523 26 023 52 663
Ineq. constr. Jacobian 1527 14 883 29 723

All in all, we can now state the deterministic optimal control problem formulated to represent the robust climate-optimized flight
lanning problem as:

𝐦𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐦𝐢𝐳𝐞 objective function (𝐽 ) Eq. (36)
𝐰𝐢𝐭𝐡 𝐫𝐞𝐬𝐩𝐞𝐜𝐭 𝐭𝐨 dynamical constraints Eq. (32)

path constraints Eq. (34)
boundary conditions Eq. (35)

⎫

⎪

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎪

⎭

(DRFP)

which we solve by employing the direct trapezoidal optimal control method. The direct optimal control approach converts all aspects
of a dynamical optimization problem into discrete forms, which, in the end, delivers a nonlinear programming problem (NLP) in
the following general form (Betts, 2010):

min
𝜽

𝐽NLP(𝜽) (39)

s.t 𝐺𝑗 (𝜽) = 0 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑛𝑔 (40)

𝐻𝑘(𝜽) ≤ 0 𝑘 = 1,… , 𝑛ℎ (41)

here 𝜽 ∈ R𝑛𝜃 is the vector of decision variables in the NLP formulation. The functions 𝐺𝑗 (⋅) and 𝐻𝑘(⋅) correspond to the equality
nd inequality constraints, respectively. The optimal solution to the formulated optimal control problem is now obtained through
olving the resulting NLP problem. The conversion to the nonlinear programming problem provides the capability to solve highly
onlinear optimal control problems with nonlinear path and boundary constraints, which are daunting to deal with by utilizing
ther optimal control approaches, including dynamic programming and indirect optimal control (Simorgh et al., 2022b).

We note that the optimality of the NLP solutions can be affected by the number of ensemble members used to characterize
ncertainty. This is due to the increase in dimensions, heightening the chance of converging to local optima. Direct optimal control
ethods often depend on the initial guess quality and the problem’s conditioning (Betts, 2010). As we formulate the robust aircraft

rajectory optimization problem, the state space dimension expands, increasing the NLP size (almost) linearly. To promote robust
onvergence, we propose an effective initial guess generation strategy, sequentially solving a series of problems with increasing
omplexity, where the solution of each problem initializes the subsequent one:

• Generate a 2D initial guess from the orthodromic path with the first forecast member (ensemble member 0).
• Solve the deterministic problem with constant altitude and constant airspeed with a low number of discretization nodes

(initial resolution 0, defined as the number of collocation nodes used to convert the formulated optimal control problem
to a nonlinear programming problem).

• Solve the deterministic problem with variable altitude and variable airspeed with higher resolution (intermediate resolution
1).

• Solve the robust problem considering all ensemble members with variable altitude and variable airspeed at resolution 1.

n each step, the resulting solution is fed as an initial guess to the next step with suitable interpolations. The result of the last step
s employed as the initial guess of the main problem. The main problem is similar to the last step in terms of settings but with a
ifferent resolution (𝑚): 𝑚 ≥ 1.

. Simulation results

In this section, we explore the performance of our proposed robust trajectory optimization method for three different scenarios:
cenario with (1) no formation of persistent contrails, (2) formation of cooling contrails, and (3) formation of warming contrails.
e selected these three cases because of the strong variability, high uncertainty, and the dominant climate effects of contrails.
The aircraft is an A320-214 with an initial mass of 61600 kg. The direct optimal control method is employed here to solve

he proposed robust flight planning problem. The trapezoidal rule is used for the transcription of dynamical optimization to an
LP problem, which is then solved by the IPOPT (Wächter and Biegler, 2006) solver in Python. For the trajectory optimizations
13

erformed in this study, we have selected the number of discretization nodes as 0 = 20, 1 = 40, and 𝑚 = 80. The size of the
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Table 3
Performance of trajectories in terms of climate impact and operating cost for the three considered cases. Color code for uncertainty level: low (•), medium (•),
high (•). Color code for changes in the climate impact and operating cost compared to the cost-optimal routing option (i.e., EI=0): increase (•), reduction (•).

Scenario EI𝑚 EI𝑑𝑝 Climate Effects Operating Cost

ATR-H2O
[1e-11 K]

ATR-CO2
[1e-11 K]

ATR-NOx
[1e-11 K]

ATR-Cont.
[1e-11 K]

Net ATR (min – max)
(𝛥% v.s. EI = 0)
[1e-11 K]

Time
[min.]

Fuel Cons.
[kg]

SOC (min, max)
(𝛥% v.s. EI = 0)
[USD]

0.0 0.0 1.79 5.41 62.69 0 69.9 (69.8 – 69.95)
(0%)

90.19 7747.61 8010.08 (80012 – 8019.5)
(0%)

1.0 0.0 1.73 5.38 58.14 0 65.27 (65.22 – 65.32)
(−6.6%)

91.28 7703.98 8036.76 (8031.1 – 8046.78)
(+0.33%)

5.0 0.0 1.67 5.37 54.12 0 61.17 (61.14 – 61.22)
(−12.5%)

94.41 7683.24 8167.01 (8163 – 8174.9)
(+1.96%)

10.0 0.0 1.66 5.369 51.80 0 58.82 (58.77 – 58.89)
(−15.85%)

100 7676.81 8414.82 (8407.3 – 8426.4)
(+5.05%)

CASE 1

50.0 0.0 1.66 5.374 51.45 0 58.49 (58.44 – 58.56)
(−16.32%)

101.78 7683.22 8498.94 (8490.6 – 8511.3)
(+6.10%)

0.0 0.0 2.14 2.94 22.4 −10.32 17.16 (0.78 – 26.02)
(0%)

111.12 4218.70 7152.00 (7140.27 – 7160.52)
(0%)

0.1 0.0 1.99 2.96 21.34 −23.37 2.933 (−14.60 – 12.37)
(−82.9%)

112.18 4246.75 7214.03 (7204.60 – 7220.61)
(+0.9%)

10.0 0.0 1.11 3.29 18.89 −76.98 −53.7 (−70.7 – 34.52)
(−412.7%)

113.37 4711.70 7504.87 (7494.59 – 7517.72)
(+4.93%)

50.0 0.0 1.01 3.32 18.13 −89.69 −67.2 (−91.1 – 45.49)
(−491.5%)

117.40 4756.74 7709.17 (7700.27 – 7717.62)
(+7.79%)

70.0 0.0 1.16 3.64 19.51 −110.3 −86.0 (−105.5 – 62.98)
(−601.1%)

130.24 5214.86 8520.77 (8512.56 – 8533.26)
(+19.13%)

50.0 1.0 1.12 3.39 20.25 −74.73 −49.96 (−57.92 – 41.26)
(−391.0%)

121.40 4889.13 7956.74 (7942.90 – 7968.07)
(+11.25%)

CASE 2

50.0 5.0 1.16 3.45 21.57 −60.71 −34.52 (−38.83 – 28.03)
(−301.1%)

124.81 4969.93 8151.39 (8137.21 – 8163.18)
(+13.97%)

0.0 0.0 1.167 3.53 32.23 150.2 187.21 (165.6 – 242.8)
(0%)

130.64 5066.29 8462.84 (8454.57 – 8472.75)
(0%)

1.0 0.0 1.166 3.54 32.22 114.5 151.4 (126.2 – 209.2)
(−19.1%)

130.61 5077.07 8466.81 (8458.81 – 8476.35)
(0.05%)

10.0 0.0 1.158 3.54 32.32 70.20 107.23 (79.9 – 129.9)
(−42.7%)

130.94 5081.77 8484.05 (8476.46 – 8492.86)
(0.25%)

30.0 0.0 1.162 3.61 31.44 26.72 62.93 (57.5 – 67.9)
(−66.38%)

130.90 5176.27 8530.73 (8522.37 – 8537.89)
(0.80%)

CASE 3

50.0 0.0 1.189 3.69 31.57 0.68 37.14 (36.6 – 37.8)
(−80.16%)

130.87 5291.96 8588.15 (8582.42 – 8595.21)
(+1.48%)

resulting NLP problems at each step is given in Table 2. It can be seen how the original robust problem is sequentially solved by
feeding as initial guess, the resulting solution of relatively simpler problems.

For all three considered cases, the initial and final flight altitude and the initial and final true airspeeds are selected 5 km and
50 m/s, respectively, and the rest limiting constraints (e.g., maximum thrust coefficient and maximum Mach number) are provided
sing BADA4.2 specifications. The information on weather situation is obtained from the ERA5 data products3 with ten ensemble

members to characterize weather uncertainty. As for weighting parameters in the flight planning objective function, we consider
the weights of the expected flight time and the expected fuel consumption as Ct = 0.75 USD/s and Cf = 0.51 USD/kg to represent
the operating cost in a simplified manner in USD, called simple operating cost (Yamashita et al., 2020). We first focus on the
average of objectives, i.e., assigning weighting parameters penalizing the variance of objectives (i.e., CI𝑑𝑝 and EI𝑑𝑝) to 0. Then, the
weight of average SOC (i.e., CI𝑚) is assigned to 1, and we perform optimization for different values of the parameter penalizing
the average of climate effects (i.e., EI𝑚) to generate a Pareto-frontier. After analyzing the identified Pareto-optimal solutions, the
decision to include the variance of climate effects and operating cost in the objective function is made. It should be noted that the
selection of these weights is highly scenario-dependent, and one set of weighing parameters may not provide similar performance for
different scenarios. Consequently, for each scenario, different sets of weighting parameters need to be considered for more efficient
decision-making. Although in this study we directly assign different values for weights to generate Pareto-frontiers, the interested
readers are referred to Lührs et al. (2021) and Simorgh et al. (2023) for different approaches to selecting these parameters. In these
studies, all objectives are normalized with respect to appropriate reference values (generally their maximum values). Then, weights
of objectives are selected such that the sum of all weights is equal to 1. With such an approach, the objectives can be efficiently
prioritized.

3 https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/
14
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Fig. 2. Results of Case 1 (2018-06-27 00:00 UTC) for different EIm values.

.1. Case 1 : Marseille-Manchester flight on june 27, 2018 (0000UTC)

For the first case study, we optimize the trajectory of a flight from Marseille to Manchester on June 27, 2018, departing at
000UTC. The detailed numerical results for this case study are given in (Table 3) (see Case 1). Due to the weather conditions,
here is no probability of forming persistent contrails for this flight. We select CI𝑚 = 1.0, CI𝑑𝑝 = 0.0, EI𝑑𝑝 = 0.0 and change the

parameter that penalizes the average climate impact, i.e., EI𝑚. The flight altitude, true airspeed, and obtained climate effects for
ifferent weighting parameters are depicted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the aircraft for the cost-optimal routing strategy flies at high
ltitudes, while as we penalize the expected climate impact, the flight altitude is reduced, and the aircraft flies with lower speeds.
ig. 2(b) shows that such behavior efficiently mitigates the climate effects of water vapor and NOx emissions and, consequently, net

ATR. To explore that in more detail, let us show the lateral paths plotted with the aCCF of NOx emissions at different altitudes in
15

ig. 3. It can be seen that reducing the aCCF of NOx is possible by lowering flight altitudes. Therefore, the altitude of 10 km is the
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Fig. 3. Lateral paths with the mean of aCCF of NOx emissions as the colormap (Case 1).

est alternative which has been selected with EI𝑚 = 50. In addition, the lateral paths are obtained almost similarly for all weighting
arameters. Looking at the pattern of the aCCF of NOx, one can conclude that these functions behave smoothly at a given altitude.
herefore, the change of lateral path is not an efficient way of reducing the ATR from NOx emissions, taking into account the

ncreased operating cost. To analyze the trade-off between operational cost and climate effects, trajectory optimization is performed
or more weighting parameters and a Pareto-frontier is generated, shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that for planning the aircraft
rajectory with lower climate impact, we need to accept higher operating costs compared to the cost-optimal scenario. For this case,
12.5% mitigation in climate effects can be obtained at the cost of a 2.96% increase in SOC. Another aspect of the results is the

ncertainty in the climate effects and operating costs. Simorgh et al. (2023) reported that the variability among different members of
he ERA5 data product, except for relative humidity, is low. The relative humidity is required to identify ice-supersaturated regions
nd, consequently, persisting contrails. Since no contrails are formed for this particular case, the uncertainty is almost negligible.

The results of optimizing this scenario can be summarized as follows:

• The aircraft flies at lower altitudes with lower speeds for the climate-optimal routing options compared to the cost-optimal
one.

• The net climate effect is dominated by the impact of NOx emissions.
• The uncertainty in SOC and ATR is almost negligible.
• Changing the lateral path is not beneficial due to the smooth lateral behavior of NOx aCCF.

.2. Case 2 : Frankfort-Kyiv flight on december 20, 2018 (1200UTC)

For the next simulation, we consider a flight from Frankfort to Kyiv on December 20, 2018, departing at 1200 UTC. The numerical
esults for this case study are provided in (Table 3) (see Case 2). Persistent contrails during the daytime reflect incoming solar
adiation and may lead to a net cooling impact. For the considered scenario, there is a potential to form cooling contrails (based on
he meteorological variable outgoing longwave radiation) using the aCCF of daytime contrails. Similar to the previous case, we start
y selecting CI𝑚 = 1.0, CI𝑑𝑝 = 0.0, EI𝑑𝑝 = 0.0, and change the parameter that penalizes the average climate impact. The vertical
rofile depicted in Fig. 5(a) shows that the aircraft flies at lower altitudes as we increase the penalty on climate effects. However,
16
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Fig. 4. Pareto-frontiers generated using different EIm values (Case 1).

the speed profile has not changed considerably. Fig. 5(b) shows that the climate impact is reduced for this case study mainly by
generating cooling contrails. The formation of cooling contrails is associated with significant uncertainty (see (Table 3), Case 2). As
mentioned earlier, the variability of relative humidity within an EPS required to predict areas favorable to form persistent contrails
is high, leading to considerable uncertainty in identifying PCFAs. This, in turn, increases the uncertainty in quantifying contrails
climate impact. From Fig. 6, we conclude that the aircraft tends to fly through PCFAs to generate cooling contrails for large EI𝑚’s,
thus associated with high uncertainty (see Fig. 5).

The Pareto-frontier in Fig. 7 shows the trade-off between SOC and ATR. It can be seen that due to the formation of cooling
contrails, the climate-optimized routing strategy is beneficial by taking into account the relative increase in SOC (e.g., 82% reduction
in climate impact with less than 1% increase in the operating cost for EI𝑚 = 1). However, the quantified ATRs are highly uncertain.
To this end, we select EI𝑚 = 50.0 and add a penalty to the dispersion of ATR with two different values, i.e., EI𝑑𝑝 = 1 and 5. It
can be seen in Fig. 8(b) that by including EI𝑑𝑝, the dispersion of ATR decreases at the expense of reducing the average mitigation
potential. To increase the predictability of ATR, the aircraft flew at an altitude with the maximum formation of cooling contrails
(similar to EI𝑚 = 50.0, EI𝑑𝑝 = 0.0) (see Fig. 8(a)) and changed the lateral path to avoid areas of airspace with high uncertainty in
contrails ATR, characterized by the standard deviation of contrails aCCF (see Fig. 9). Fig. 7 shows the trade-off between these three
routing options in terms of average cost, dispersion of cost, average ATR, and dispersion of ATR. It can be concluded that, for this
particular case study, the increase in the predictability of climate effects comes at a higher expected operating cost and ATR (see
(Table 3), Case 2, where EI𝑑𝑝 ≠ 0).

The results of optimizing this scenario can be summarized as follows:

• The aircraft flies at lower altitudes for the climate-optimal routing option compared to the cost-optimal one.
• The aircraft changes its lateral path toward maximizing the generation of cooling contrails.
• The net climate impact is dominated by the impact of contrails.
• The uncertainty in SOC is negligible, and ATR is associated with high uncertainty due to the tendency to fly in PCFAs.
• By penalizing the variance of ATR in the objective function, there is a potential to obtain a less uncertain estimation of climate

effects. However, one needs to consider the existing trade-off between predictability and average performance for cooling
contrails.

5.3. Case 3 : Venice-Lisbon flight on june 18, 2018 (1200UTC)

A scenario in which warming contrails are formed with the cost-optimal routing option for a flight from Venice to Lisbon on
June 18, 2018, departing at 1200 UTC, is analyzed. Table (3) (see Case 3) provides numerical results for this case study. Flight
altitude, true airspeed, and the climate effects associated with each species for different values of the environmental index penalizing
expected ATR are depicted in Fig. 10. Similar to previous cases, the aircraft flies at relatively lower altitudes for climate-optimal
routing options (see Fig. 10(a)). From Fig. 10(b), we can see that contrails have dominant climate effects, and not only the mean
value of net ATR but also the dispersion reduces as we penalize the expected ATR with larger weights. The reduction of ATR’s
dispersion with penalizing average values is not consistent with the previous scenario. This is due to the fact that, here, to reduce
the climate impact of contrails (which has the largest effects), the aircraft tries to avoid producing warming contrails as the formation
of cooling contrails is not possible. In this respect, the aircraft avoids flying in uncertain PCFAs. Thus, the uncertainty also reduces
by penalizing average climate effects without requiring us to include the variance of ATR in the objective function. The mitigation
potential is mainly obtained by re-routing warming contrails. This is because contrails have dominant climate effects and have
non-smooth spatial patterns related to the inequality conditions to identify PCFAs. Thus, it is beneficial for trajectory optimization
17

as large climate effects can be reduced by making efficient modifications to the vertical profile or/and lateral path. However, the
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Fig. 5. Results of Case 2 (2018-12-20 12:00 UTC) for different EIm values.

ther species have more smooth patterns (see patterns of aCCFs illustrated in Fig. 17). Such a non-smooth pattern of contrails aCCF
an be observed in Fig. 11, together with the determined lateral paths for different weights. It can be seen that all trajectories have
elected almost similar lateral paths. By relating the flown altitudes (given in Fig. 10(a)) with the lateral paths, we conclude that
t the beginning of the flight, in addition to the similar lateral routes, aircraft fly with similar altitude profiles as no contrails are
ormed. However, as soon as contrails start to form (see contrails climate effects given in Fig. 10(b)), trajectories associated with
I𝑚 = 30 and 50 reduce their altitudes to prevent forming warming contrails, leading to a large mitigation potential, in which, by
ccepting a 1.5% increase in operating cost, an 80% reduction in climate impact can be achieved (Fig. 12, Case 3 in Table (3), where
I𝑚 = 50.0). Therefore, changing altitude is more efficient than changing the lateral path for this scenario. This is because in order
o fly at the altitudes selected by the cost-optimal routing option (i.e., 11–12 km), to avoid forming warming contrails, significant
eviations from the shortest path will be required. In this case, despite large detours and, as a result, a considerable increase in
he operating cost, the formation of warming contrails cannot be completely avoided. However, by sticking to the shortest path but
lying at a lower altitude (9 km), no persistent contrails are generated (thus, no need for re-routing). Due to the complete avoidance
f forming persistent contrails, the results (corresponding to EI𝑚 = 30 and 50) are almost deterministic.
18

The results of optimizing this scenario can be summarized as follows:
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Fig. 6. Lateral paths with the mean of contrails aCCF as the colormap (Case 2).

Fig. 7. Pareto-frontiers generated using different EIm and EIdp values (Case 2).

• The optimizer finds lower altitudes as a better alternative for the climate-optimal routing option compared to the cost-optimal
one.

• The net climate effect is dominated by the impact of contrails.
• The climate effects of contrails are associated with high uncertainty.
• The reduction in climate impact is achieved mainly by re-routing warming contrails (by changing only the vertical profile).
• For the case that warming contrails can be generated, no trade-off exists between predictability and average performance; the

uncertainty is also reduced by penalizing the average value of the net climate impact.

5.4. Discussion

In this paper, we explored the possibility of reducing climate effects with minimal sensitivity to meteorological uncertainty by
efficient aircraft trajectory planning. In the following, we further discuss the obtained results, limitations of the optimizer, and the
model used for climate impact estimations, as well as future lines of research.

• The scope of this study was to introduce a framework that can integrate meteorological uncertainty in planning climate-optimal
trajectories. We conducted three case studies to demonstrate the performance of the proposed methodology. It is important to
highlight that the achieved climate impact mitigations are specific to these particular cases and are not representative of other
scenarios (e.g., different meteorological conditions and aircraft types). To comprehensively evaluate the potential for reducing
19
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Fig. 8. Results of Case 2 (2018-12-20 12:00 UTC) for EIm = 50 and different EIdp ’s.

aviation-induced climate effects through flight planning, it is required to optimize realistic aerial traffic over a wide range of
scenarios encompassing various aircraft types, geographic regions, and weather conditions. Furthermore, it is crucial to study
the climate impact mitigation potential from a holistic network-level perspective rather than focusing solely on individual
flights, as pointed out by Baneshi et al. (2023). When aircraft trajectories are optimized independently from each other,
traffic patterns can significantly change toward avoiding climate-sensitive areas. This, in turn, may affect ATM performance,
particularly in terms of sector demand, leading to increased ATC workload and complexity. Therefore, once climate-optimized
routes are planned, it is imperative to evaluate them from the ATM perspective. If necessary, appropriate resolution strategies
should be implemented to ensure the stability of aerial traffic while striving to maintain climate optimality as closely as possible
to the individually optimized flight trajectories. With such analysis, the climate impact mitigation potential can be evaluated
in a more realistic manner. In our future research, we aim to address the problem of climate-friendly flight planning from the
ATM perspective for large-scale scenarios.

• We note that the three case studies, while not encompassing all possible real-world scenarios, serve as representative examples
of how the trajectory optimizer behaves in response to various situations, i.e., no formation of persistent contrails with the cost-
optimal routing option, formation of warming contrails, and lastly, the possibility to generate cooling contrails. To illustrate
that, we optimized the top 50 routes in 2018 (ranked using available seat kilometers (ASK) (Mendiguchia Meuser et al., 2022))
depicted in (Fig. 13) on two different days and departure times: December 20, 2018 (1200UTC) and June 18, 2018 (0000UTC).
The numerical results for both cases are given in (Table 4) for different weighting parameters. Since the achieved mitigations
are related mainly to contrails, we show the locations where persistent contrails (cooling/warming) are formed in Figs. (14,
15) for December 20, 2018 (1200UTC) and June 18, 2018 (0000UTC), respectively. It can be seen that, for the night-time
flights (i.e., June 18, 2018 (0000UTC)), the formation of warming contrails is reduced with the climate-optimal routing options.
However, for the daytime scenario, by increasing the weight penalizing average climate impact, in addition to avoiding forming
warming contrails, cooling contrails are generated. Regarding uncertainty effects, similar to other case studies considered in
20
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Fig. 9. Lateral paths with the standard deviation of contrails aCCF as the colormap (Case 2).

Table 4
Performance of the optimized top 50 routes in terms of climate impact, operating cost and flown altitudes for two different scenarios. Notice that the results are
reported per flight. Color code for uncertainty level: low (•), medium (•), high (•). Color code for changes in the climate impact and operating cost compared
to the cost-optimal routing option (i.e., EI = 0): increase (•), reduction (•).

Scenario EI𝑚 Climate Effects SOC (min, max)
(𝛥% v.s. EI = 0)[USD]

Flight
Altitude
[m]

ATR-H2O
[1e-11 K]

ATR-CO2
[1e-11 K]

ATR-NOx
[1e-11 K]

ATR-Cont.
[1e-11 K]

Net ATR (min - max)
(𝛥% v.s. EI = 0)
[1e-11 K]

0.0 2.37 3.55 25.1 9.75 40.78 (38.42 – 43.94)
(0%)

8518.57 (8517.42 −8520.36)
(0%)

11 133.12

1.0 2.35 3.55 24.9 1.82 32.68 (30.57 – 34.99)
(−20.03%)

8527.09– (8525.1 – 8530.72)
(+0.099%)

11 067.03

10.0 2.10 3.63 23.66 −5.9 23.46 (21.2 – 26.64)
(−42.58%)

8603.74 (8601.2 – 8604.87)
(+0.98%)

10 613.30

20-12-2018
(1200UTC)

50.0 1.87 3.73 22.83 −9.82 18.62 (14.21 - 23.16)
(−54.43%)

8722.55 (8721.08 – 8723.01)
(+2.39%)

10 141.38

0.0 2.0 3.53 28.7 45.01 79.33 (73.20 – 87.79)
(0%)

8398.66 (8398.01 −8399.82)
(0%)

11 139.71

0.1 2.0 3.53 28.75 34.05 68.3 (61.38 – 74.67)
(−13.84%)

8402.86 (8401.32 −8404.01)
(+0.049%)

11 083.93

10.0 1.98 3.56 28.60 19.03 53.19 (47.54 – 59.14)
(−32.95%)

8423.85 (8423.02 – 8424.52)
(+0.29%)

10 869.91

18-06-2018
(0000UTC)

50.0 1.75 3.61 27.9 8.84 42.11 (39.76 – 45.88)
(−46.91%)

8499.74 (8498.23 – 8500.12)
(+1.20%)

10 468.82

this work, avoiding warming contrails reduced the uncertainty effects while generating cooling contrails resulted in lower
confidence in the climate impact estimates (see Pareto-frontier given in Fig. (16)). All in all, similar conclusions to individual
cases can be drawn for the optimization of the top 50 routes.

• The optimization method proposed in this study offers a remedy for flight dispatchers aiming to plan climate-optimized
trajectories with an increased level of reliability when there is significant uncertainty in the weather forecast. This approach
enables utilizing weather forecasts that include uncertainty quantification (e.g., an ensemble prediction system) in the flight
planning problem to generate uncertainty-aware climate-optimized trajectories (see, e.g., Fig. (7) of the paper). Therefore, the
proposed methodology involves the pre-tactical flight planning phase (by pre-tactical, in this context, we refer to three hours
before departure).
21
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Fig. 10. Results of Case 3 (2018-06-18 12:00 UTC) for different EIm values.

• To solve the proposed robust aircraft trajectory optimization problem, we include meteorological uncertainty in the dynamical
model of the aircraft, leading to an increase in dimensions. This, in turn, degrade the computational performance compared
to a deterministic trajectory optimization problem; therefore, in order to make this methodology applicable for large-scale
scenarios (e.g., optimizing 30,000 daily flights), computational enhancements (e.g., parallelization on GPU) are required.

• We used the ensemble weather forecast to characterize uncertainty in the meteorological variables, directly representing
uncertainty in a discrete distribution. Therefore, no discretization is performed. In the case of inputting weather data
characterized by uncertainty in a continuous distribution, the accuracy of the solutions is affected by the choice of discretization
method (e.g., Monte Carlo, Generalized polynomial chaos, etc.) and the number of discretization samples. An ideal approach
would be one capable of accurately approximating the (continuous) distribution with a low number of samples. This is because
the size of the optimization problem grows (almost) proportionally with the number of samples.

• Our results lead to the natural emergence of additional research questions. For the proposed method to progress further toward
practical operations, additional empirical work must assess the relationship between EPS-modeled uncertainty and actually
realized deviations from the forecasted field. This is because the studied technique exploits the structure of the uncertainty
modeled by the EPS, thus sensitive to its accuracy.

• The findings of this study indicate potential trade-offs between operating costs and climate effects, as well as between expected
performance and predictability. Understanding these trade-offs is essential for making informed decisions. For instance,
22
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Fig. 11. Lateral paths with the mean of contrails aCCF as the colormap (Case 3).

Fig. 12. Pareto-frontiers generated using different EIm values (Case 3).

nowadays, the consideration of monetary costs (e.g., taxes and charges) for non-CO2 climate effects is under exploration
(within the market-based instruments, such as emissions trading schemes (ETS) or Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme
for International Aviation (CORSIA)) in order to relax the first trade-off (between climate effects and cost), leading to the
possibility of identifying win-win situations (i.e., reducing both cost and climate impact compared to business-as-usual routing
option) (Niklaßet al., 2021). As for predictability and the expected performance of climate effects, as a first step, other sources
of uncertainties (e.g., different ways of estimating climate effects and emission calculation) need to be identified and included
in flight planning in order to draw reliable conclusions. In the case of meteorological uncertainty, it was shown that a trade-off
exists between expected performance and uncertainty for the scenario with the formation of cooling contrails. However, in
the case of forming warming contrails, reducing the expected performance led to squeezing uncertainty ranges. Studying such
alternative solutions helps to make more efficient decisions or set up policies. For example, an airline might prioritize choosing
a flight path that offers significant potential for mitigating climate impact, even though a high level of uncertainty is involved.
This choice may be preferred over a trajectory with a higher confidence level, which would come at the expense of increased
operating costs and reduced average potential for climate impact mitigation (see, e.g., Fig. 7).

• Regarding the model used to estimate climate effects, it is important to highlight that the aCCFs were initially developed for
summer and winter weather patterns, specifically focusing on the North Atlantic flight corridor. Consequently, employing the
aCCFs for other seasons and regions necessitates careful consideration. Nonetheless, ongoing research is actively advancing
the refinement of the aCCFs, including broadening their geographical coverage and accounting for a broader range of weather
patterns.
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Fig. 13. Distribution of the top 50 routes in 2018 using ASK considered for trajectory optimization.

• For the considered case studies, it was shown that the methodology is capable of resulting in climate impact mitigations
with reduced sensitivity to probable deviations in meteorological conditions. However, it is important to highlight that the
reliability of the achieved climate benefits is highly dependent on several factors, including the reliability of climate impact
estimates, the quality of the ensemble weather forecast, the accuracy of the engine emissions calculation (e.g., NOx emissions),
and flyability of the optimized flight plan. In this respect, steps toward verification of these components are needed, which is a
complex multi-disciplinary task. Regarding climate impact estimates, it is not possible to directly measure the climate effects.
Only visible contrails can be detected using satellite and ground-based cameras. Indeed, verification of the climate impact
of contrails is planned in several ongoing projects or in-situ measurements of ISSR (e.g., IAGOS dataset). As for aCCFs, they
are continuously updated to improve the climate impact estimates. The latest version of aCCFs (i.e., V1.0a) was compared
and calibrated toward the state-of-the-art climate-response model that considers averaged annual near-surface temperature
change (Matthes et al., 2023). Regarding the feasibility of the planned climate-optimized trajectory, one of the contributions
of this study is the development of a trajectory optimization technique supporting planning routes within the context of a
future fully free-routing context. Therefore, it cannot be directly applied to the current structured airspace. All in all, it is
necessary to verify the outcomes of research and transition them toward more operational endeavors (i.e., increasing TRL
(Technology Readiness Level)).

• For contrail persistence, the ambient air needs to be supersaturated with respect to ice (relative humidity over ice > 100%).
Strong variability in the relative humidity field is evident in ensemble simulations (see, e.g., Fig. 1 or (Simorgh et al.,
2023; Simorgh and Soler, 2022)), indicating that this meteorological variable is forecasted with less confidence compared
to such as temperature and geopotential (that are also relevant for calculating climate effects). Several studies reported an
underprediction of the degree of ice supersaturation in numerical weather models (using, e.g., ERA-5 reanalysis data) due to
the problematic forecast of relative humidity fields in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) (e.g., see Gierens
et al. (2020)). In particular numerical weather prediction models are weakly supersaturated (RHi ≈ 100%) and underestimate
regions with very high supersaturations (RHi > 120%) (Gierens et al., 2020; Schumann et al., 2021; Reutter et al., 2020).
Having such a level of uncertainty and bias in identifying ice-supersaturated regions underlines the importance of additional
in-situ measurements in the UTLS region for accurate assimilation of ice supersaturation and also an improvement of numerical
weather model processes.

• In this study, we used aCCFs for climate-optimized flight planning. Contrail aCCFs were developed based on radiative forcing
calculations on Lagrangian trajectories using ERA5 data (see the supplementary materials of Yin et al. (2023)). As mentioned in
the introduction, ‘‘gridded’’ CoCiP ((Shapiro et al., 2022): domain-filling version of the Lagrangian CoCiP version (Schumann,
2012)) is an alternative that can be used for mitigating the climate effect of contrail-cirrus. In the following, we briefly discuss
some differences between gridded CoCiP and contrail aCCFs. To estimate the climate effect using contrail aCCFs, meteorological
input data only at the time of emissions are required. This makes technical implementation very easy. However, in the case of
using gridded CoCiP (which is integrated into the Python package pycontrails), meteorological input data from several time
steps are needed (covering the user-specified maximum age of contrails). Thus this requires a different data architecture and
increases the computational effort. Moreover, the assumptions on contrail properties, lifetime, etc., differ for both approaches,
leading to different estimates of contrail RF. An advantage of the aCCFs concept is the possibility to estimate the climate effects
of other relevant non-CO2 species, including NOx-induced methane and ozone and water vapor emissions, while gridded CoCiP
only quantifies the contrails effect. In addition, the aCCFs estimate climate effects using the state-of-the-art physical climate
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Fig. 14. Formation of persistent contrails (cooling (•)/warming (•)) along the flight path for the optimized top 50 routes on June 18, 2018 (0000UTC).

metric ATR. In contrast, CoCiP estimates the climate effect of contrails using the metric energy forcing (Schumann et al.,
2011), defined as the integration of radiative forcing (multiplied by the length and width of contrails) over the lifetime. These
two different metrics can simply be converted to each other. Unlike aCCFs, which were designed over the North Atlantic flight
corridor in winter and summer months, gridded CoCiP development is valid globally without restrictions to seasons. A more
comprehensive comparison between CoCIP and aCCF (of contrails) and a quantitative estimate of disparities in estimating the
climate impact of contrails is an ongoing research (e.g., within CICONIA4 project).

• The trajectory optimization approach presented in this study is designed for an idealized fully free-routing airspace where
unconstrained determination of both lateral path and altitude is possible. In this respect, the optimizer seeks aircraft
trajectories, minimizing the selected objective function. However, such an approach can sometimes lead to flight profiles that
may not align seamlessly with the practicalities of current air traffic management operations. For example, frequent aircraft
maneuvering during the cruise phase is generally discouraged in real-world operations, as it could negatively impact passenger
comfort. Moreover, while the concept of free route airspace does permit more direct routing choices, it still typically involves
navigating through specific waypoints, including designated entry and exit points of an airspace.
The proposed method can accommodate such operational aspects by performing certain modifications to the problem
formulation. For instance, a penalization mechanism can be incorporated into our optimization model to avoid frequent flight

4 https://www.sesarju.eu/projects/CICONIA
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Fig. 15. Formation of persistent contrails (cooling (•)/warming (•)) along the flight path for the optimized top 50 routes on December 20, 2018 (1200UTC).

Fig. 16. Pareto-frontiers generated by varying the weighting parameter penalizing average climate effects, i.e., EI, for the optimization of the top 50 routes.
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level changes that could impact passenger comfort. i.e., including the rate of altitude change in the cost functional of the
optimization problem, as shown below:

𝐽 = ⋯ + Rℎ ∫
𝑠𝑓

0
ℎ̇2(𝑠)d𝑠

where Rℎ [USD.𝑠2/𝑚2] is a weighting parameter, penalizing the rate of altitude change. Higher values for Rℎ lead to smoother
altitude profiles. By employing a distance-dependent weight (i.e., Rℎ(s)), the penalization can be differentiated between the
climb/descent and cruise phases, which should be applied through a sigmoid function (i.e., smoothed version of a sign
function). Such an approach provides flexibility in optimizing flight altitude based on the desired criteria, e.g., aligning closely
with those currently being executed, thereby maintaining passenger comfort. The same cost-functional-based approach can
be used to consider waypoints within the proposed framework. The distance from the waypoints should be penalized in
the cost functional of the optimal control problem with distance-dependent weights, which are activated at specific points
only once along the trajectory (i.e., one point for each waypoint). These points should be considered as additional decision
variables within the optimization problem to be optimized. It is worth mentioning that a more general approach is to divide the
formulated optimization problem into several sub-problems, each for each pair of waypoints, called multi-phase optimal control
problem (Ross and Fahroo, 2004). With such an approach, the trajectory continuity due to transition should be penalized as
additional constraints.

• The proposed flight planning framework is conceptualized as a flight dispatching solution. Consequently, in terms of
implementation procedure, it should follow the established protocols and operational workflows that are currently in place for
flight planning and management within the aviation industry. However, it is important to note that the proposed method is
forward-looking and specifically geared toward a fully free-routing airspace. This future-oriented design means the proposed
method is designed to handle more flexible and dynamic routing options, which may not be fully compatible with the highly
structured and static nature of today’s ATM infrastructure. Despite this, the core aspect of the developed methodology – the
integration of uncertainty into the flight planning process to generate a deterministic and robust climate-optimized flight plan
(achieved through robust tracking problem formulation) – is generic. Thus, the introduced framework is not limited to the
context of unconstrained airspace explored in this study and can be adapted to the existing operational flight planning tools.

. Conclusion

This paper addressed the full 4D robust aircraft trajectory optimization problem considering aviation-induced climate effects
nd meteorological uncertainty. The climate-sensitive areas were determined utilizing aCCFs V1.0 A. We used the EPS to quantify
ncertainty in meteorological variables and, consequently, uncertainties in the calculated aCCFs. We observed a considerable level of
ncertainty in the contrails aCCF primarily because of the significant variability among the ensemble members of relative humidity
etrieved from the EPS. To address meteorological uncertainty in path planning, a robust aircraft trajectory optimization was
ormulated within the context of optimal control theory. The performance index was selected in a manner to allow for simultaneous
ontrol over both the average and dispersion of operating costs and climate effects. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology
n dealing with meteorological uncertainty was supported by studying three different scenarios. It was concluded that despite being
ighly uncertain, the average mitigation potential is higher when there is a possibility of forming persistent contrails. During the
ight-time, the uncertainty ranges were also reduced by penalizing the average climate effects, whereas, during the daytime, the
ariance of the climate effects had to be penalized for lowering uncertainty effects. We concluded that it was possible to determine
cost-effective climate-optimized trajectory with minimal sensitivity to meteorological uncertainty by selecting appropriate weights

or the objectives in the defined cost functional.
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Fig. 17. Patterns of aCCFs at pressure level 250 hPa (≈ 11 km) for three considered scenarios.
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Appendix A. Patterns of aCCFs

The patterns of aCCFs for the three considered cases are illustrated in Fig. 17, showing strong variability to the meteorological
conditions.

Appendix B. PCFAs for an ensemble weather forecast

Areas suitable to form persistent contrails are depicted in Fig. 18 for nine different members of an ERA5 weather data. High
variability between ensemble members can be observed.

Appendix C. Comparison of proposed robust flight planning versus a deterministic approach

For a flight from Belgrade to Luxembourg on the 13th of June 2018, departing at 0000UTC, we solve the following optimization
problems: (1) (robust) cost-optimal flight planning problem, (2) 10 deterministic climate-optimal flight planning problems, each
associated with one ensemble member provided by the ERA5 data products and (3) the proposed robust optimization problem
incorporating all ensemble members. To formulate deterministic optimization problems, we consider only one of the ensemble
members when building the augmented dynamical model (see Section 4.1), i.e., 𝑁EPS = 1. The assessments of climate impacts, as
depicted in Fig. 19, reveal that deterministic optimizations effectively mitigate the climate effects estimated using the ensemble
member selected for the trajectory optimization. This can be clearly seen by treating the figure as a matrix (while excluding
the columns related to the proposed robust approach and the cost-optimal scenario), where the diagonal elements, showing both
the optimization and assessment based on the same ensemble member, represent the minimum values observed. However, these
trajectories do not necessarily mitigate climate effects when evaluated based on other ensemble members not considered for
28
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Fig. 18. PCFAs calculated using different ensemble members (i.e., nine different members of an ERA5 ensemble data product) at 225 hPa on June 13, 2018,
0000 UTC.

optimization, indicating a lack of robustness. In contrast, the proposed approach mitigates the climate impact consistently across
all ten potential assessments, thereby demonstrating its robust performance.

To delve deeper into the results, we perform optimizations using only three ensemble members (i.e., ensemble members 2, 3,
and 4). The climate impact assessments and flight altitudes are presented in Fig. 20, and the lateral paths with the aCCF of contrails
are depicted in Fig. 21. By relating the flight altitudes in Fig. 20-b to the corresponding aCCF of contrails given in Fig. 21, we
observe that in deterministic scenarios, as expected, the optimizer tends to avoid the formation of warming contrails for the ensemble
member considered in the optimization. This strategy, however, may result in generating persistent contrails when assessed based
on other members. Looking at the flight altitude associated with the proposed robust approach (dashed line in Fig. 20-b), one can
see that from the start of the flight up to 250 NM, it is similar to the altitude profile obtained from the deterministic optimization
concerning ensemble member 3. From 250 NM to 500 NM, it follows the deterministic optimization for ensemble member 2, and
from 500 NM toward the end of the flight, it resembles the deterministic optimization for ensemble member 4. Such altitude profile
avoids forming persistent contrails with all three potential weather scenarios (see Fig. 21), ensuring robust performance.

Appendix D. Comparison of trajectories optimized within free-routing and structured airspace

In this section, the flight planning method developed for a fully free-routing airspace in this study is compared with the method
we proposed for structured airspace in Simorgh et al. (2023), which is also able to incorporate meteorological uncertainty in planning
climate-optimized aircraft trajectories. An open-source Python library called ROOST5 was developed for the optimization method
proposed in Simorgh et al. (2023) which can be accessed using DOI: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7495472. Hereafter, we refer
to the optimization methods for free-routing and structured airspace as ROC and ROOST, respectively. For the comparison, we have
focused on two routing options: cost-optimal and climate-optimal. The results are presented in Figs. (22, 23) and are summarized
in (Table D.5). When optimizing for operating cost, the optimizer within the free-routing context (i.e., ROC) tends to select more
direct routes compared to ROOST, which is constrained by specific airways and waypoints. Such flexibility in route selection led to a
6% reduction in the operating cost. In the climate-optimal routing scenario, the free-routing optimizer deviates effectively from the
shortest path to maximize the generation of cooling contrails, achieving a 36% reduction in climate impact and a 3.8% reduction
in the operating cost compared to the similar routing strategy with ROOST. This comparison highlights the advantages of increased
flexibility in route selection, thus reinforcing the motivation for the research.

5 https://github.com/Aircraft-Operations-Lab/roost
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Fig. 19. Assessment of climate impact (of contrails and all non-CO2 species) for different optimization scenarios: deterministic climate-optimized flight planning,
proposed robust climate-optimized flight planning, and cost-optimized flight planning.
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Fig. 20. (a) Assessment of climate impact (of contrails and all non-CO2 species) and (b) flight altitudes for different optimization scenarios: deterministic
climate-optimized flight planning and proposed robust climate-optimized flight planning.
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Fig. 21. Lateral paths with the aCCF of contrails for different optimization scenarios.
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Fig. 22. Comparison of ROOST (structured) and ROC (free-routing) optimizers: Flight altitudes and lateral paths.

Fig. 23. Comparison of ROOST (structured) and ROC (free-routing) optimizers: Climate impact.

Table D.5
Comparison of ROOST and ROC optimizers: performance variables.

Performance variables ROOST: Cost-optimal ROOST: Climate-optimal ROC: Cost-optimal ROC: Climate-optimal

Flight time [min.] 113.5 116.7 106.1 110.3
Fuel consumption [kg] 4412.9 4954.6 4183.2 4933.0
Operating cost [USD] 7360.7 7778.2 6911.0 7483.1
ATR [K] 1.3e−10 −3.8e−10 2.15e−10 −5.17e−10
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